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Introduction 
by Wilyne Brown 

Among the poets of the 20th Century English-
speaking Caribbean, M G Smith is something of an 
anomaly. The superimposition of his visionary and 

passionate Lawrentian lyrics upon the nationalistic hurty-
burly oflate-30s Jamaica must have been mystifYing to readers 
at the time. And indeed, to chis day, the scope of his poetic 
achievement has gone largely unrecognized - in part perhaps 
because his poems were never collected, and many of them are 
being published for the first time. 

In consequence, in anthologies and academic synopses of 
the period, Smith has usually been lumped together with 
George Campbell, Philip Sherlock, Basil McFarlane, Ken 
Ingram, 'Dossie' Carberry and Roger Mais as comprising a 
new generation of young, 30s and 40s Jamaican poets stirred 
into song by the dawning nationalist movement. The 
bracketing is incontestable, as far as it goes; and it must be 
admitted that Smith himself unwittingly facilitated it, 
committing to print an albeit small handful of rhetorical 
'public' poems that had the vices of all cheerleading verse. 
(The irony is that among them is the poem that has been 
assiduously retailed by nationalist politicians and educators 
ever since, as a sort of informal Jamaican national anthem -
with the consequence that, as a poet, MG Smith is today most 
widely known for what is arguably his worst poem, 'Jamaica', 
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with its cadenza of hollowly stamping trochees: 'Forward/ 
Forward/ Forward/ 0 country to your goal'.) 

Yet Smith's poetry was in the main both rarer and more 
accomplished than his contemporaries'; and at its best it 
towered over them. George Campbell is the poet of the period 
who most nearly merits comparison with Smith, chiefly for a 
handful of his - likewise ignored - lyrics. But even Campbell 
seldom approaches the 'realisis' (Smith's word for poetic 
realization), the disciplined elation and sophistication of craft 
of a poem like 'You and the moon .. .' (p. 42): 

'You and the moon, you go your way 
For all your lights one mystery 
Touching to beauty all you look upon 
Loving all things your life makes beautiful 
Yet unaware that this 
Surpassing wonder of the world tonight 
This birth, this magic where the lost gods sing 
And' walk among these dancing trees, 
All this tremendous music, all this light 
Is your reflection ... ' 

This was love poetry of an artistic assurance such as the 
English-speaking Caribbean had not seen before. Notice the 
functional assonances ('You ... moon', 'Touching ... Loving ... 
wonder'), the lovely partial rhyme, 'way ... mystery', and the 
sophistication of the stanza's other rhyme, 'upon' and- seven 
lines down - 'reflection'. Notice how the short fifth line 
redoubles, the stress on its last word, 'this', apostrophizing the 
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lit moment of the poem; how the three stressed syllables of 
'lost gods sing' prepare the reference to 'tremendous' music; 
and how, to the conjunction of woman, moon and lost gods, 
is subtly added the poet ('these trees'), all brought together to 
walk in 'the ... wonder of the world tonight'. Lastly, consider 
the fine affirmation: 'unaware that ... all this light/ Is your 
reflection .. .' What a Dantesque beatification of the beloved, of 
her commingled modesty and radiance! 

(Of more than biographical interest is the identity of the 
poem's subject. Absent testimony from outside the poem, we 
cannot say for sure, of course; but it is almost cenainly Edna 
Manley; the English-Jamaican sculptor who was at the centre of 

* * * 'f * the renaissance of Jamaica art and literature in the years around 
World War II; who edited and produced the Focus anthologies in 
which Smith's poems were chiefly published; and who was, both 
in her person and in her art, their muse as well as their mentor. 
Edna Manley was twenty-one years older than Smith, but in the 
years immediately following 1938, when her husband Norman 
Manley was drawn into the public and ofren inchoate realm of 
nationalist politics, there developed between artist and poet a 
relationship of uncommon ardour - one which had profound 
and far-reaching effects on Smith's life. 

'I have known Michael Smith since he was a boy of 
seventeen at Jamaica College and for some reason that I never 
understood, I received all his poems; whatever he wrote he 
seemed to send to me .. .' 

The quotation is talren from Edna Manley's preface to a 
planned edition of Smith's poems, written some time prior to 

1985 though not published until now (seep. xxxiii). Only, it 
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is not of Edna Manley's composing: it is Smith composing for 
Edna Manley- some 40 years after the poems were written -
the opening paragraph of 'her' preface to his poetry. And in 
framing the disowning phrase, 'for some reason', Smith was 
being chivalrous. The reason - as Edna Manley would of 
course have known - was that he had written many of the 
poems 'for' and often to her. Then, what a near parallel Smith 
contrives, spanning the years, between poem and paragraph; 
between 'unaware that ... all this light/ Is your reflection', and 
'for some reason that I never understood, I received all his 
poems'!) 

* * * * * 

I stress the craft that went into the writing of a poem like 
'You and the moon', in part because in Edna Manley's preface 
- in 'her' part of it - she avers that Smith 'is not perhaps a 
craftsman, bur .. .'. Her defensiveness was unwarranted. In a 
review published in Public Opinion Ouly 27, 1957) the 27-
year-old Derek Walcott called Smith's 'Madonna And Child' 
(p. 116) 'perhaps the best long poem on a religious subject that 
we have in our little literature,' and singled out these lines as 
exemplary for precisely their poetic craft: 

'This was a land where rumour, like the wind 
Bathing the cedars, swept the villages, 
With a great mounting tide of mood and dream 
[)isabfingthejudgementofall}4ct. 
And so the news came in blue rolling waves 
Thdt surged up suddenly and rushed and broke ... ' 
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Wrote Walcott: 'I would quote more if space allowed, but 
this is a good reply to those people who ask about West Indian 
poetry. Although in the first line there is the common 
association of wind and rumour, it is a memorable picture, 
with something sensory in the description. You can see the 
slopes with the few clumps of rrees, the excellent choice of the 
best word 'bathing', in its context of the dryness of the Holy 
Land, the cool flow of the wind, even the sound of bending 
cedars chat recall the passage about 'the cedars of Lebanon', the 
exact position of a broken-sounding word like 'disabling', 
followed by the consonantal flat jeer in the word 'fact' .. .' 

Similarly, in this stanza from 'The stars are falling fast 
tonight' (p. 196), a poem resonant of the encounter between 
what would today be referred to as 'North' and 'South' -

'Weak lightning beats a silent racket in the north. 
The stars are falling fast 
Into this blue-black world 
But in shallow valleys 
Under the cotton trees 
Cows move maturely in a different world 
Beyond the wind 
Indifferent to the stars.' 

- look at the appropriateness of the paradoxes in the first line 
('Weak ... beats', 'silent racket'), the play of qualifier and noun 
against each ocher in the felicitous chiming of 'shallow valleys', 
the evolution from 'in a different' to 'indifferent' - and the 
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centrality and odd cathartic power (reinforced by alliteration) 
of 'maturely'. 

Finally, consider the fierce, unsettling mysticism of 'And I 
will lift up to the lips of life' (p. 57) - this, even allowing that 
the imp of portentousness puts its foot in the door cour-
tesy those biblical 'Ands' (and even though, in this poem, 
Smith seems to have swallowed the Lawrentian sensibility 
whole): 

'And I will lift up to the lips of life 
The white horn of that heifer 
I left bleeding in the morning 

And where the flames burn in me 
A fine wind shall rise darkly 
Pour through my lips my horn 
For all the world to hear 

Wild piercing testament 
Pouring dark streams of music ... ' 

But if neither poetry of this quality nor the sensibility 
behind it could have been predicted in late-30s Jamaica, few 
of those reading it once it began appearing- notably in Focus, 
1943 - could have anticipated Smith's abrupt abandonment, 
just a few years later, of the muse. Or rather, the muse's 
abandonment of him - though this is not the account usually 
given of his changing horses in mid-stream, so to speak, from 
poetry to social anthropology. 
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One such account is the one confided by Smith many years 
later to Louis Lindsay, who repeated it to Smith's biographer, 
Douglas Hall (see fOotnote on page xxxviii): viz, that ' ... he 
used to be a reasonably good poet, and ... stopped writing 
poetry because the effect on his psyche was so profound that 
sometimes after he had completed a piece he was incapable of 
doing anything else for a long time.' 

Another more widely retailed account recounts how, 
demobbed and back in London after the war, Smith told his 
then fiancee Mary Morrison - who as Smith's widow, some 50 
years later, told it to Hall - that a visit to the Fulham Power 
Station had brought home to him the need to turn from 
poetry and engage the modern world: 
'We climbed right up to the top of the main hall in rhe power 
station and looked down on the great turbines producing 
electricity to make life easier fur thousands of people. That's 
the modern world. That's what we have to try and understand 
and cope with. No more poetry for now .. .' 

But all this smacked of rationalization and self-drama-
tization. 

In his poetry, Smith had remarked the unreliability of 
inspiration - though he had done so in lines which seemed 
(despite the homesickness brimming in the fourth line, below) 
a defence (to whom?) of his migration from Jamaica, so that 
their curious meaning seems to be that inspiration may just as 
easily be lost. at home as in exile: 

'The vision comes and goes 
Light does not last 
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Nor yields the tropic night 
That swims with stars 
A clearer insight than this furtive mist 
Nor gives the sun more flaming truth than snows' 

('The vision comes and goes', p. 98) 

The virtuosity of the stanza, however, with its gorgeous 
'chord progressions'- 'comes ... swims ... flaming', 'last ... srars ... mist' 
- suggests that in the time of this poem, at least, the 'vision' 
was present. 

Later, however, in 1946 - the same year that he con-
cluded, 'No more poetry for now' - Smith wrote of his loss of 
poetic inspiration ('light') in terms highly reminiscent of 
Wordsworth's famous lament over the loss of his own (in :An 
Evening of Extraordinary Splendour and Beauty': 
'Oh, let Thy grace remind me of the light/ Full early lost, and 
fruitlessly deplored. . .I Tts past, the visionary splendour fodes;/ 
And night approaches with her shades'.). Smith's ascetic 
acceptance of the loss, however, quite impressively trumps the 
Romantic poet's rather self-indulgent note of pathos: 

'Let us be thankful for a little light 
Now it is gone and darkness on our eyes 
Stamps blind denial, let there be no tears 
But in remembrance of the early dawn 
And sure expectancy of a new day 
Let us achieve attention, yet aware 
That love creates no claim upon the light.' 

('Let us be thankful for a little light', p. 129) 
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In the Kingdom of Light represents the remarkable irruption 
of Smitlis muse in those brief years. These are the poems of a 
young man - though Smith, due in part to his experiences on 
the battlefields of Europe, but also, no doubt, to his having been 
invested with the tragedy of a love incapable of fulfillment, grew 
up fast- and they have about them a freshness and elation well 
suited to what Edna Manley later called 'the hope, the faith and 
a sense of the dawning of a free world that was sweeping 
Jamaica' at the time. A comparison of Smitlis poetry with 
Caribbean verse of the preceding decades is beyond the scope of 
this note, but it would show how cleanly the young 'MG' 
stepped forth from the colonial gloaming and the world-
weariness that characteristically accompanied it. 

At the same time, as a votary to the Muse, Smith was 
soaking up the works of the leading English-language poets of 
his time; and much of his poetry reads like a trying on of their 
various sensibilities. Because he was himself possessed of a 
strong spirit and an original mind, however, because in a sense 
he was always writing what he had to write, these poems are 
seldom merely imitative. In the main, they read rather like 
companion pieces to their models. 

Thus, in addition to Lawrence, cited above, there was 
Auden - in particular the Auden of the grand, elegiac manner 
of'ln Memory ofWB Yeats': 

'0 Moon, fettered on high, 
Let nothing living die, 
Let Time first in remorse 
Ungird the universe ... ' 

('Moon hung on high', p. 45) 
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And there was Eliot - in particular, the later Eliot of the 
'Quartets' (the last three of which, 'East Coker', 'The Dry 
Salvages' and 'Little Gidding', appeared in, respectively, 1940, 
1941 and 1942): 

1t was near the end of the street that I met him ... ' 
('It was near the end of the street that I met him') 

And: 
;.t day ends and a way ends and a world ends here ... ' 

('Testament') 
And again: 

'Here is not form nor motion 
Day nor night 
Stillness nor music ... ' 

('1945') 

What such poets would have conferred on Smith, crucially, 
was the option of vers libre: chat trenchant unshackling of post-
World War One poetry from the stately, wistful or sentimental 
merrics of the failing European empires. It was, above all else, 
their enthusiastic embracing of free verse that distinguished the 
poetry of Campbell and the (slightly younger) Smith from 
their 'correct' colonial forebears - men like the first two 'Poets 
Laureate of Jamaica, Tom Redcam and J .E. Clare MacFarlane. 

Now, free verse was to its metred relative as the novel was 
to the epic poem. Free verse implied many things - among 

I 

them, chat poems were to be spoken, nor sung; that ordinary 
men and women, not kings and culture heroes, were its fit and 
deserving subject; and that the love between a man and a 
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woman, expressed on a hillside or in a pine forest or under the 
stars of the New World (for the pedigree of vm fibre - which 
descended from Whitman to Carlos Williams, to Pound and 
Eliot- was essentially American) partook of the world of Spirit 
every bit as much as, if nor more than, the Gregorian Chant in 
the European cathedrals of anoth.er age. 

It is clear that Smith appreciated these tendencies of vers 
libre and consciously espoused the form. It wasn't th.at h.e 
lacked competence in writing metrically: 'You and the moon' 
deftly establishes th.e pentameter as irs underlying metronome, 
and Smith's assured handling of that measure at the end of his 
poetry-writing years (when in a sense it no longer mattered?) 
is evident in h.is poetic codicil, 'Let us be thankful for a litrle 
light', quoted above. 

It's clear th.at in th.e main, however, even when a poem 
presented itself to Smith's auditory imagination as a metrical 
construct, he purposely chopped it up into a simulacrum of 
vers lib're, as in the first four lines of 'The vision comes and 
goes'. quoted above, which comprise two pentameters, each 
broken in two. (Smith left the subsequent lines as 
pentameters.) His willful subversion of the traditional measure 
occurs most obviously in the fine love lyric, 'Think when this 
perfect time has come'. The poem of course appears herein 
(p. 67) in the final form in wh.ich Smith. left it. But to get 
there, it dearly passed through a pentametric stage, to wit: 

'Think, when this peifect time has come to go, 
Ibis downwards bearing, and we move through the trees, 
How light lit up the pines, and the moon in clouds 
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Held us in faith and doubt; how, where we walked, 
The light was all aflame, and when we woke 
There was no other dawn. Think this thing forwards, 
How [when} we foresaw the end, this ceaseless love 
Looked forward through our tears, beyond, beyond 

all time.' 

Unfonunatdy for the young poet, however, 'Think when 
this perfect time .. .', whether in its first or final form, was not 
unrepresentative of his theme. Increasingly in Smith's poetry 
there is the degiac note of a love with nowhere to go - a note 
as unascribed (for obvious reasons) as the despair one comes 
across in Shakespeare's sonnets. Love in Smith's poetry soon 
came to be bound up with the prospect of its loss (a 
particularly disturbing paradigm in a young man whose 
mother, and whose father's mother, had in each case died 
giving birth to him). And that prospect engendered in the 
young poet, at times, a pain so extreme as to be imperiling: 

'These golden moments 
All flaw out of pain. 
W'lJen next you hear my songs 
Remember how 
Only this singing, like a sacrifice, 
Can keep me sane; 
Remember too 
How all the gold that flows 
From this mad heart 
Would not be gold nor flow 
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Apart from you, 
But the song silent 
And the singer dead 
And madness sitting 
By her sacrifice. ' 

('These golden moments') 

Such emotional exhaustion may well have been fateful for 
the poetry itsel£ At any rate, it seems a fair speculation that 
when in his verse Smith increasingly gravitated towards those 
abstract constructs that with·hindsight can be seen to mark the 
beginning of the waning of his gift, he did so at the behest of 
a psyche reflexively seeking relief from such pain. Yeats once 
observed that 'A mind that generalizes rapidly continually 
prevents the experience that would have made it feel and see 
deeply'; and increasingly, it would appear, the author of 
'Here cut my golden throat ... /And flood the world with dawn' 
retreated from such an insupportable intensity of emotion 
into comparatively intellectual formulations like: 

'Day of Resurrection/ Day ofBirth! Day of Forgiveness/ Springing, 
springing Day! The sun is splendid in thee! As a Lord! But life is 
bridaU And she walks with God.' ('Testament') 

We have seen Smith, like any talented young poet, trying 
on the great poetic sensibilities of his time, Lawrence, Auden, 
Eliot. And for this, the final phase, too, there was a model: 
Blake. Not the still relatively young, pastoral Blake of Songs of 
Innocence and Experience, but the apocalyptic flayer of worlds, 
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the author of the Prophetic Books. It was not a felicitous 
apprenticeship. 

Commenting on the 'mellowing' apparent in Smith 
towards the end of his life, Hall concluded that it reflected 'a 
healing of the conflict between intellect and emotion.' Smith, 
Hall wrote, referring to the young man's exchanging of the 
Muse for anthropology and academia, 'had deliberately 
embraced intellectualism and cooled the strong emotional 
elements of his psyche .. .' 

It seems to this writer, however, that - his Fulham Power 
Station epiphany-in-reverse notwithstanding - the 'swap' 
occurred in Smith insensibly and irresistibly, at a depth 
beyond volition. And, moreover, that it announced its 
imminence in the poetry itself- as a definite tendency towards 
abstraction. 

Granted, something like that tendency was evident in 
Smith's verse from the beginning. But in the early work it 
seems rather an indulgence of youth, an impatient over-
reaching for a grand effect, as in: 'High hills my heart/ Hills 
high unto the stars/ Hills high beyond the stars/ And higher 
hills ... ' ('High hills my heart', p. 43). 

Thus, too, an otherwise fine poem like 'The wind breathes 
a mellow oboe' (p. 47) is marred at one point by its arbitrary 
'intellectual' metaphors: 'The waves are lines of epic! The sea a 
deep quotation/ The foam the complete poem.' And a series of 
repetitions (in 'Testament') like, '0 seas rush over seas rush over 
seas/ And mountaim overtop the mountaim of our days! And 
winds that follow winds that follow winds/ And light that leads 
the light that leads our ways ... '- in which the poet is betrayed 
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by the success of the first line into intoxicatedly repeating its 
gesture - merely conveys excitability. 

But such infelicities were different in kind from the dead 
grandeur of 'Prophetic are the hills/ And born in vision/ 
Prophetic are the hills when all is dark./ Eternal are the hills/ 
They dwell in vision/ Eternally white horses race thereon'. Or 
from the unleavened queues of Blakean buzzwords: '0 
towering mountains of vision/ 0 steep flame of rock in sky/ Sweep 
seas in power and glary/ On, reinless, ye horses of light' (from 
'Transition'). 

Walcott, identifYing a weakness in Smith's poetry, 
admonished that: 'The mystic experience and even the 
progress of the mystic search can only be made clear by 
proceeding from link to link in the chain of thought.' But in 
this regard Smith appears to have been bent on making a 
virtue of a default. 

This is so, at any rate, if a conversation with him lies behind 
Edna Manley's observation in her diary (28th January 1941) that 
'poetry must not descend to the process of thinking, but must be 
the last nucleus or kernel of it. Because poetry is not thought, but 
awareness.' (And she adds: "Realisis" - a word she had recorded 
earlier in the paragraph- 'is Smith's coinage. Awareness - me.') 

Moreover, in Smith's poetry romantic love is not the only 
enterprise fated to end in loss; in the civic sphere, in a 
relatively short span of time, pessimistic apprehensions over-
take the young nationalist's hopeful idealism. Already, 'Moon 
hung on high' (p. 45) ends (with a strange urgency that imp-
resses itself on the reader's mind): 'And now, Moon, soundless, 
swear to mel Hope is no phantom.' 
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But civic hope does not long prevail. We are told in 
'This Land' that 'this island/ ... sits upon the doorstep! And waits/ 
And there is bleating in the dawn/ And there is bleating in the 
night! For it sits upon the doorstep! And waits. ' 

In 'We go like this', the doorstep image for the 
indolence of Unmeaning returns: 

'There is no work to do 
In this land we sit 
Upon the doorsteps and 
Make poems for the sun. 
There is no need to work 
On poems. we spit 
Our sorrow on our hand 
And wipe when we are done.' 

(The very rhymes - 'sit, spit', 'and, hand', 'sun, done' - are 
listless. This, from the author of 'You and the moon'!) Finally, 
in a reprise on the above entitled 'In this land' -

1n this land 
There is no darkness. 
There is no light. 
There is no silence. 
There is no stiUness. 
Flesh flatly sweating. 
Early emotiom. 
And the philosophy 
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Of caterpillars ... 
LookOmySun 
Into this island 
Where the flame ends. 
Where the flame ends. 
Where the flame ends. 
Where the flame ends.' 

notice how the vengefully falling full stops effectively 
hammer home the absence of coherence, as of community: the 
predicament of hearts fallen from their fluency, quarantined in 
torpor. 

In the IGngdom of Light consists of the poems of a young man, 
susceptible by temperament to extremes of emotion, in whose 
life circumstances conspired to make the price of sustaining 
them too high to be borne indefinitdy. In both his personal 
and civic life, 'Jamaica' excruciatingly disappointed Smith. 
And that dual heartbreak - along with the kind of distances 
inductably imposed by-his emigration- steered him in_due 
course to seek 'excuse from pain' (cf: 'The Heart asks Pleasure 
-first-/ And then- Excuse from Pain': Emily Dickinson) in 
the tower of conceptualization. 

It is not necessary to look to the international reputation 
which Smith subsequently earned for his work in anthro-
pology for a . measure of the loss - to Jamaican poetry, to 
poetry- which Smith's doomed affair with his Muse entailed. 
Nor can we say, of course, what form his future poetry would 
have taken. But many of the poems he did write in the 
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mornmg of his manhood (and 'dawn' was perhaps his 
favourite noun) rerain the power to move and instruct us, fully 
sixty years later, in the windy agonies and elations of the 
human heart. 

In a reverent mood he was always quick to bless- as when, 
not yet or barely out of his teens, he wrote of hills 'Washed in 
the stilled quicksilver of the moon: 

Later - when, perhaps, personal circumstances seemed to 

demand it - he went so far as to affirm that dignity; even 
godhead, might inhere in silence: 

'Their breath blows backwards 
As mist that wreathes the gods 
For those who speak in silence 
Unto the inward sea.' 

But the essential Smith was first and last the ecstatic young 
poet, author oflines like: 

'The wind breathes a mellow oboe in my ear 
I fom the seas of life 
Have filled my cup with foam.' 

That was Smith at his best, and at his happiest, a celebrant 
of Life. 
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Wayne Brown 
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Preface (1984) 
by Edna Manley (1900-87) 

W HEN THE COLLECTION of these poems was 
complete, I wrote to MG Smith and asked him 
what he thought about an introduction. I 

received a reply from him which appealed to me, because it 
disclosed a serious man who does not fall into the trap of 
taking himself too seriously. 

I will quote from his letter: 

'Write one paragraph: 
"!have known Michael Smith since he was a boy of seventeen at 
jamaica Co/lege, and for some reason that I never undmtood, 
I received all his poems; whatever he wrote he seemed to send to 
me, and without too much thought I wou{d put them in a file 
until the day when I believed that he would ask for them. 
However, after many years I have made the following selection. 
Smith also helped by submitting his preferences.» 
So you see, I have done half the job for you. It needs no more, but 
give me one paragraph of your own to justifY the book. ' 

It is difficult to get into one paragraph, and it is also 
difficult to· give a picture of the times against which all the 
early poetry was being written, [that poetry] reflecting as it 
does the hope, the faith, and a sense of the dawning of a free 
world that was sweeping Jamaica as she made her first steps to 
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shake off colonialism. This mood has passed, as was perhaps 
inevitable, and can never be recaptured. 

No one who did not live through that period can imagine 
how vividly it permeated every area of our lives. It is also a 
coincidence that it came at a moment in Smith's life when he 
too was finding himself as a person, and it all poured out of 
him with an almost cosmic consciousness. 

So, for this alone, this picture of what he himself 
refers to as a 'wild birth beating in my throat', these poems are 
unique and should be preserved and become part of the story 
of our growth. 

The post -war poems are grave and philosophic, but the love 
of his country leaves its mark on everything Smith writes. To see 
MG Smith in the Jamaican mountains, with the mounrain 
people, is to understand what has given his life meaning. 

Rex Nett!eford [currently Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of the West Indies] has said of him, 'Smith can not 
live in Jamaica, not because he does not care, but because he 
cares too much.' 

MG Smith has a deep sense of humanity and a sensitive 
mind. He is not perhaps a craftsman, but he certainly has that 
great quality, the gift of responding to the challenging 
moment of intense visionary experience which wise men know 
is the nearest one can ever get to total awareness. 
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Biographical Note 
by Mary F Smith 

MICHAEL GARFIELD SMITH was born in Kingston, 
Jamaica on August 18"', 1921, the second son of 
Charles Garfield Smith and his wife Lucille, nee 

Campbell. His mother died a few days after he was born, and 
he was cared for as a baby by her friend, Miss Lilian Fisher, at 
Richmond Llandovery estate in St. Ann. Later he lived with 
his father and his brother Max in Kingston, where in 1930 he 
won a scholarship to Jamaica College. Around this time his 
father gave up his dry goods business in the city and bought a 
small banana property in StMary. 

In the 1930s a series of hurricanes, as well as the global 
economic depression, brought hardship and mass unem-
ployment to Jamaica. MG Smith later recalled standing at a 
window at Timsbury with his father, watching the bananas 
being flattened and the year's earnings lost. The property was 
mortgaged, and Smith's brother had to leave Jamaica College 
and get a job. Mike with his scholarship was able to stay on 
at school. 

In the meantime, Jamaica was changing. Even as in India 
Gandhi was challenging the supremacy of the Raj, in Jamaica the 
birth, in the mid-'30s, of the trade union and political 
movements gave voice to the frustrations of the impoverished 
majority. With the elation that goes with discovery; a new 
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generation of Jamaican artists began celebrating Jamaica's own 
landscape and people. An embryonic national consciousness 
was developing in the society that would eventually lead to 
independence in 1962. 

Young, enthusiastic teachers at Jamaica College intro-
duced the new Penguin paperbacks, costing sixpence each. 
There was poetry, the classics, philosophy and science, and 
also news of socialism, anti-imperialism and the global drift of 
the colonies towards self-government. Inspired by a new sense 
of possibilities, the young Smith, like other boys around him 
at school, explored the sciences, philosophy, literature, music, 
art, and, most significantly, perhaps, their own still largely-
unsung island and its people. Emerging into adulthood, Smith 
was part of a group including his classmates 'Dossie' Carberry 
and Ken Ingram who, along with Basil McFarlane, George 
Campbell, Roger Mais, Vic Reid and others, discovered that 
they could write. In this they were encouraged by Edna 
Manley, Jamaica's foremost sculptor and wife of the barrister 
and new national leader, Norman Manley, who published 
their work in her magazine 'Focus'. / 

/ 
In 1939, as the Second World War began, Smith was awarded 

the Jamaica Scholarship, but did not get to McGiJf until 1941. 
There he joined the Canadian Army in 1942/ and later, for 
fourteen months which were to have a profound\effect on him, 
saw active service on the Western Front. The dc;vastation of 
Europe and the breakdown in law and order in 1945 in.ade a great 
impression on him. He sought sanctuary and undeclranding in 
the poems 'he wrote during and immediately after the War. 
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In 1945 he was demobilised in Britain and resumed his 
Scholarship at University College London, graduating with 
a BA in 1948. He had discovered anthropology; and was to 
devote his uncommon energy, intelligence and passion to its 
pursuit for the rest of his life. His theories of Pluralism and 
Corporations together provide a valid structural model, 
grounded in meticulous research and observation, of how 
societies function. 

Smith still wrote poetry occasionally, but )le used to say 
. . h 

that the poetic state of mind was so different from the 
scientific that (though both were equally :was not easy 
to move from one to the other. He also believe4 his long 
mystical poem, 'Testament', had said all he could say about his 
experience of 'the other dimension' ·of reality. 

In 1947 Smith married Mary Morrison, also an ex-service 
student, and rwo years later they went to West Mrica together 
to study the economy and society of the peoples of Zaria 
Province in northern Nigeria. Written up, this fieldwork 
earned Smith his PhD from London University in 1951, and 
also the first of many academic awards, the Wellcome Medal 
for Anthropological Research from the Royal Anthropological 
Institute. Years later, he was to receive honorary degrees from 
McGill University and the University of the West Indies. 

Smith's poems are a young man's poems. In later years he 
became an internationally respected social scientist, a pro-
fessor at California, London, and Yale Universities, and for a 
time an adviser to the Government of Jamaica. In 1972 he 
was, with Bob Marley, one of the first rwo recipients of the 
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Jamaican Order of Merit. Though he lived for much of his 
working life in England and the USA, Smith always described 
himsdf as West Indian, and Jamaica as his home. On his death 
in 1993 he left several hundred volumes of books from his 
personal library to the UWI library at Mona. His poems are 
collected here for the first time. 

For a fuller account of the life and work of MG Smith, 
see A Man Divided: Michael Garfield Smith, jamaican 
Poet and Anthropologist, 1921 - 1993, by Douglas Hall 
(The Press, University of the West Indies, 1997). 



In The 
Kingdom 
of Light 

'This sea hides many isles 
Where dawn takes birth and home 
And builds the kingdom all of light 
Through which we roam.' 

(MG Smith) 



The Glory Poem 

With golden hands my golden throat 
Here cut my golden throat 
Free sun gold music 
Here let me bleed my joy 
Wild flame tide sunlight 
Here pass your golden hands 
Dawn on the treetops 
And let the song pour through 
Surge through 
Gold torrent 
Let the wild glory steed 
Mane flaming wildly 
Here let the gold light flood 
This greenness sleeping 
Cut, cut this surging throat 
To flood the world with dawn, 
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You and the moon you go your way 

You and the moon you go your way 
For all your lights one mystery 
Touching to beauty all you look upon 
Loving all things your life makes beautiful 
Yet unaware that this 
Surpassing wonder of the world tonight 
This birth, this magic where the lost gods sing 
And walk among these dancing trees, 
All this tremendous music, all this light 
Is your reflection 
And just nothing more. 

Since none can tell you, both so rapt and strange, 
What sacrament your presence flings 
Over all things until their senses shake 
And definition changes into mystery; 
Then let me hold this mirror so 
That both of you may see ar last and know 
Yoursdves, the heart and source of this 
Bright world of love, the dream 
Of beauty's kiss. 
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High hills my heart 

High hills my heart 
Hills high unto the stars 
Hills high beyond the stars 
And higher hills 
That turn toward the vortex 
That crystallize my bias for the night 
To the stars Time scattered 
And the stars Time breeds 
To the magnetic vortex 
And through the door the monad then disclosed 
They strain the flames of nerves like lines 
The solid pyramids of dream 
Dissolved into the stars 
High hills. 
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The trees are peacefUl here 

The trees are peaceful here 
The trees are still. 
Birds without bombs in air 
Curve as they will. 
The trees are peaceful here 
The trees are still. 

There are no rivers here 
To choke their flow 
In flood. No blights to steer 
Green growth below. 
There are no rivers here 
Nor one black crow. 
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Moon hung on high 

Moon hung on high 
With your gold stare 
Hear my soul's cry 
Feel my lone prayer 
And like the atmosphere 
In which these islands die 
Let it fill everywhere, 
Fulfill it everywhere. 

Let all that lives be free 
As shadows on a sea 
That glide on glassily. 

Sprinkle on earth the shower 
Of love dew-wet with power 
To make the world a flower. 

Let all that lives possess 
This world white of distress 
Till snowfalls stain its virgin dress. 

Plumb muteness for its tongue 
Let flame of songs be sung 
And music to the stars be flung. 
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Let truth and peace and love 
Rain lightnings from above 
And thronged trees think and move. 

0 Moon, fettered on high, 
Let nothing living die. 
Let Time first in remorse 
Ungird the universe 

And space too have its autumn. 
Let shadows of our bodies be 
Like faery cirrus pure and free. 

And now, Moon, soundless swear to me 
Hope is no phantom. 
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The wind breathes a mellow oboe 
in my ear 

The wind breathes a mellow oboe in my ear 
I from the seas of life 
Have filled my cup with foam. 

The tension of Time's waves has broken on 
These cliffs 
The menace is resolved in foam. 

0 beautiful 
0 beautiful 
The cruelry. 

Soon the suave night's surrender 
And the mass music of the dark 
Falls fragment into foam. 

To apprehend the foam the waves 
And drink the milk pure from the furm ofTime. 

Nebular and luminous 
The stars the peaks achieve 
Found foam of peaks and stars. 
So bracket the stars with bubbles 
Fill baskets of white berries from the sea 
All is a rich donation 
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The waves are lines of epic 
The sea a deep quotation 
The foam rhe complete poem. 

I hear rhe sea's half-brearh half-moan 
Sweep in fugues rhrough me 
And rhe wind brearhes an oboe in my ear. 
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Green hills 

I have come away 
With deep longing 
For peace in the green hills 
Grass with a simple smell 
Continuous of all 
Even the vast book 
Of stars 
Never opened 
Never closed. 
The green 
Meaning with nights. 
You can see the words rising 
At one voice of the sea. 
I have come away 
To the green peace of days 
To longing 
I have passed through 
This deep emergence. 
And now 
Have you found hills 
Too full for faith? 
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Fruit on the fertile sky 

Fruit on the fertile sky 
Bright bells in heaven 
Lilies that lazily 
Blush burn and die 
0 for the pattern there 
Carved in the dark 
Scattered without one care 
The formal arc. 
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To the Forever: 1938 

Give me the silent peaks 
And the dying moon 
And the bitterness all about me 
And the double pain 
Of the hills and the wind about me. 

0 paradoxical! Me parody! 
Of the one in the none and vice versa 
And the immortality of death. 

Microcosm and the universe 
Permanent, yet stubble as the stars 
0 irony, 0 kiss of death and life. 

Print with the stars, biography of One 
And None, of all and nothingness 
No pages inked with man. Yet stars 
Freeze letters and small thoughts bulk big. 

0 paradoxical! Me parody! 
Plunge me your bitterness! 
Union of sane and insane consciousness. 
Variety of oneness. 

Blast me to bits with bitterness 
And this bitterness all about me 
Winds still as stars, 
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Men lifeless as trees, 
Motion frozen as stars. 
0 paradoxical! Me parody! 

Motion in permanence, 
And confusion in order. 
(0 photograph this nonsense with atoms). 

Contradiction as wide as the compass 
0 prostitute of woods and winds 
With your tenses logic and illogic. 

Essence of bitterness, invisible essence 
Give me the silent peaks 
And the dying moon 

And the bitterness all around me. 
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Stars 0 stars 

It was near the end of the stteet that I met him 
I asked him what of life 
He said he wasn't sure 
I asked him what of love 
He said it couldn't do 
I asked him what of God 
He listened to the clock. 

It was neat the end of the stteet that I met pim 
I asked him what of truth ·' 
He said no such thing 
I asked him what of death 
He said there was no life 
I asked him what he saw 
He said that he was not. 

"And this theme of essential stats?" I said. 
"I see through them to nothing." 
I have been dancing all night long 
Paid twopence on the bus 
Ecclesiasticus. 
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I' . ' This Land 

Under this rhythm 
Beats the voice 
No one will notice. 

Under this rock 
Is the flame 
No one sends freedom. 

Under this island 
Is the land 
No one desires. 

But in the time of drought 
Is weeping 
And in the time of harvest 
Is weeping 
And at the funeral 
Is weeping 
And in the marriage-bed 

, I Is weeping. 
I 

I I' LookO my Sun 
Over this island 

',I Look 0 my stars 
Into this island. 
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For it sits upon the doorstep 
And waits 
And there is bleating in the dawn 
And there is bleating in the night 
For it sits upon the doorstep 
And waits. 
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What happens in the distance 

What happens in the distance 
Blue silent distance 
What happens in the spirit 
Blowing music through the trees 
What moving through the world-stream 
Fine sending onwards! 
What holds the vase so purely 
What ghost brims the twilight 
What voice raises the birth-song 
Where there is silence 
What hands 
The harps are holding 
Gold with their tide of music 
What sea burns fire there 
Where the lamp darkens 
We move the mountains newly 
Streaming throughout the stillness 
Where passing passes 
Where this blue pass of distance 
What gospel trembling 
As we hold hands? 

Listen fine music 
The leaves turn outward 
Listen world gospel 
Rising in these hands. 
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And I will lift up to the lips of life 

And I will lift up to the lips of life 
The white horn of that heifer 
I left bleeding in the morning. 

And where the flames burn in me 
A fine wind shall rise darkly 
Pour through my lips my horn 
For all the world to hear 

Wild piercing testament 
Pouring dark streams of music 
And the pure souls of things 
That live and move in sound. 

And I will keep that white horn at my lips 
Blowing forever with my head thrown back 
Till the flame ceases 
And the wind within me falls like a body in the darkness. 

And life 
Dark grief 
Whose horn I stole away 
Comes to my side 
And kneels 
And asks if she may listen. 
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And I will take my horn 
My white theft of this morning 
And put it to my lips for one last song. 

Mystical 
Virginal 
Spiritual 
Eternal. 

And life will waken after 
In a strange world 
Of blue beyondness 
For the wind oflight and darkness will have 

blown past through my song . 
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0 if these ears could understand 

0 if these ears could understand 
Reach you in silence 
Or through your sound 
These eyes clear of their mists 
Look through on what they love 
Or if this touch could truly touch to you 
Quick over quick of life 
Spirit fine with one hand 
This 
If there were not this 
My tears move In your sun-laugh 
You are a burning wind 
Reaching above my ears 
Your boat moves on the waters 
Dark seas 
My sea offears. 
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Soft through the darkness 

Soft through the darkness 
Dim blue the distance 
The flute's fine song 
Breathes mist light over you 
Stirring the darkness 
Breasts cover flame your body 
Flutes rising everywhere 
Sun-shaken silence. 

Burst flaming wonder 
Bursting wild halo 
Burst and the leaves will burn 
Like hands hdd up of flame 
Green creeping darkness 
Bursting sun-splendour 
You in wild music 
You first sun poem 
Wildly I meet the dawn 
Stamping in glory 
Wildly he gallops 
Neighing strength in your breasts 
Soft shake the silence 
Dim blueness passing 
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Soft take your hands 
Like a flower in the sun 
Swelling up body 
Overflow darkness 
We take the cup and 
Pour the life-stream out. 

Sun surging river 
Great wdling darkness 
We pour the river out 
And flood silence with thunder 
We pour the river out 
Trembling upwards 
We pour the river out 
Issue pure spirit. 
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Ah, we have issued in a deeper world 

Ah, we have issued in a deeper world 
Having come through the flame, 
We have established a free purer world 
Holding up gods in flame, 
Here take the music bleeding 
Fine forward ceaseless flow 
Stark hurt 
Dark wound forever 
We two consumed in flame. 
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Surely we moved into another world 

Surely we moved into another world 
Where light finds darkness backward 
Fine feet of flame 
Fine movement to the dawn 
For us there is no ceasing 
Till the light perishes 
We yet must move past sound 
Into that stillness 

How can we turn and live in this past world 
Earth-world 
In half-light 
How turn your feet of flame? 

Where light ends 
Night ends 
Where time ends 
Death ends 
Into that distance 
Our funeral has gone 

Purely we move into another world 
Passing to darkness 
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We go like this 
Towards 
The desolation 
This is the root 
Rotten 
In our souls 
We go like this 
Towards 
The outward famine 
We go towards 
Darkness 
And desolation. 

There is no work to do 
In this land. We sit 
Upon the doorsteps and 
Make poems for the sun. 
There is no need to work 
On poems. We spit 
Our sorrow on our hand 
And wipe when we are done. 
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And the man 
To the woman 
Is smoke 
There is no substance. 
And Life 
To the land 
Is smoke 
Its eyes are full of tears. 
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This splendid daylight flows through me 

This splendid. daylight flows through me 
Like the breath of a dark being 
The white lips of the wind 
Flaming baptism 
At night 
The sure gold head oflife 
Personal 
Human 
Wakes breathless in my hands 
In the hands cupped like a phallus. 

Fine fine 
The chisel finely 
Drives with this dark tide. 
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Think when this peifect time has come 

Think when this perfect time has come 
To go 
This downwards bearing 
And we move through the trees 
How light lit up the pines 
And the moon in clouds 
Held us in faith and doubt 
How where we walked 
The light was all aflame 
And when we woke 
There was no other dawn 
Think this thing forwards 
How we foresaw the end 
This ceaseless love 
Looked forward through our tears 
Beyond, 
Beyond all time. 
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P-assing 

Passing 
Passing 
To where there is no passing 
Open gates 
Shut gates 
Do you dose the gates behind you 
Or the wind 
Does the wind dose them? 

I without roots 
My world 
Passing and passing 
Open gates 
Run towards 
Gates that are fastened. 
And the wind draws away 
As if I am diseased. 

Is there a backwards 
In your forwards 
This one gate 
Forme 
My world or are you wind 
Without soil spirit 
Passing purely? 
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After this 
Passing 
Passing 
Emptily passing 
Into the emptiness, 
The rooster crows 
The knife 
Gives where there is no passing. 
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The harps of dawn 

The harps of dawn 
Were gold 
And flame 
Wirh music 
But now 
My sorrow has 
No voice to bear its pain. 
The flutes of dawn 
Were subtle 
Blood streams 
Silver 
But now 
My loneness 
Knows no voice 
That can pour out its pain. 

I move to you 
You furrher 
Find a lost further home 
My land has died away 
Wind 
Waste wind 
Wind alone. 
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The lights of dawn 
Axe marble 
I carved my hands of pain 
But now 
This losing darkens 
Lone streams my song of pain. 
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jamaica 

Let the thunder shake 
The old Gods awake 
Past and Future break. 

I saw my land in the morning 
And 0 but she was fair 
The hills flamed upwards scorning 
Death and Failure here. 

I saw through the mists of morning 
A wave like a sea set free 
Faith to the dawn returning 
Dark tide bright unity. 

I saw my friends in the morning 
They called from an equal gate 
"Build now: whilst time is burning 
Forward before it's late." 
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Then Jamaica 
Let the thunder shake 
The old Gods awake 
Past and Future break 
On as the voices roll 
Move as a single whole 
Forward 
Forward 
Forward 
0 country to your goal. 
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The Dream of Lilith 

And the god that dwelt over Eden had four heads. 
And they faced the four directions. 
And the head to the east was desire. And it was made of flesh. 
And the head to the west was denial. It was a head of ashes. 
And the head to the south was destiny. It was a head of stone, 

of an unyielding stone that was not found in Eden. 
And the head to the north was spirit. A pure fine head of 

flame. And the heads of the god were beautiful to Adam in 
the morning. Each singly they were beautiful and marvels to 
be worshipped. But together they struck his heart with 
horror. His bowels gushed out in water. And he put his 
hands to shield his eyes from that terrible sight of God. 

And it was so that when one looks, only two heads are to be 
seen. Desire without denial. And destiny without spirit. But 
Adam going from the garden had a vision of the four faces. 
And his eyes bled with the fierceness of that light. His 
bowels melted. 

Then 0 my love silent and stark with sorrow, then 0 my 
darling with the spirit clothed in stone, a great silence fell 
over Eden like darkness on the face of the waters. 

And Adam wept. 
He wept for a long while in that silence. 
Then he stood cold and still and turned towards the vision. 
Now it was such that under every shadow that lay on Eden, 

and within every plant or herb or wind in Eden, even to the 
pure light, there moved and grew the darkness of Gethsemane. 

And under the eight eyes of that God, Gethsemane arose in 
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Eden, fearful and dark with pain, like the midnight that 
arose in Adam's soul. 

And a arose in Adam like a wind that dies into the distance. 
"Father if thou wilt thou canst remove this cup from me." 

It seemed there was a second wind rising toward the dawn. It 
seemed to Adam that there was another God, like a white 
circling light, meeting that cry with answer. But Adam looking 
upwards beheld the God with the four heads a second time. 
And terror faded from his heart. He grew big and was glad. 

And his voice rose up within him like an enormous wind: 
"You who receive my cries with answer are an unreal god." 

A lonely wind blew through his heart from the throne of the 
unalterable Truth, the God with the four heads. 

And the soul of Adam that was ashes with the loss of Eve and 
Eden became a pure fine head of flame when that wind 
touched it. 

And he walked upwards to the centre of this life. 
Then a strange, wild light filled through the Garden, piercing 

with tears and laughter, and trees and mountains came weird 
and new to Adam. 

And he looked on the garden with a grey cold look the last time. 
Gethsemane and Eden. Mystical light. God with four heads. 

Inseparable. Flame and water indivisible. 
He grew cold like a stone. Finely directing. 
And a next wind came and blew all things away. He saw no 

more. Neither the darkness. 
This was the dream of Lilith when she died. 
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And fine and free the wind 

And fine and free the wind 
0 tameless horse 
How human are the hills from which you come 
And first and keeneSt light 
My sword 
How ancient is the darkness of thy home. 

And music 
Fuller than the sea is full 
Fine chain of echoes forged by wind and light 
Ribbon of footprints bleeding in the si10w 
Form of the flame extinguished in the night. 

And music 
Lastly 
Like upcurling smoke 
How beautiful the stillness whence you go. 
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0 walkest down thy ways 

0 walkest down thy ways 
Thy white feet flame thy pathways 
0 walkest in thy vision with wild flaming splendid eyes 
And walkest in thy music of the river-running footsteps 
Down god-ways 
God-isles 
Through seas of golden dawn 
0 walkest in thy flame-ways 
Thy ways of whitest hill-light 
Green vision walketh 
Streaming in all thy shape 
0 walkest sure 
Feet splendid 
Thy head aflame with song 
Thy godhead certain 
Pass down the gold-floored dawn 
Light's ringing footsteps 
0 walkest onward onward 
Free god-flame wind 
Wlid light 

Thy breasts stand in my eyes 
The dawn loves 
Sky-walker through bright worlds. 
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from 'Transition:· a poem sequence 

'This is no song of joy' 

This is no song of joy 
Nor lamentation. 

When wonder comes in 
Like a soaring bird, 
Hills, take the bird-song. 

"Freely thou feedest me 
Whole be my song to thee." 

But know this iron time 
Stubborn and long to bear 
And not to yield 
Nor lessen 
Establishing the line 
All all my own 
Breaching cliffed night to dawn ... 

I heard a strong man at his work 
Slowly and deeply singing 
"Let one unflinching purpose turn the mill-wheel round 
Pour one great flood to drown the stars in dawn." 
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'This night the face of God' 

This night the face of God 
Shone 
And passed quickly. 
Let a young light sweep the trees 
And a clear dawn rise trembling 
Let a heifer move through the trees. 

Through all this lonely dawn 
I watched thee moving 
Into a golden pain 
That sirigest forever 
And I shall take my ways 
Lone 
Through this evening. 

Naked thy moving on 
Pure be thy passing 
Bleeding thy spirit flows 
Through all this piercing dawn. 

'To the god in the wind of aloneness' 

To the god in the wind of aloneness 
I gave all peace that is his own 
An awareness none inherits 
Of the land where spirit is form 
And freedom 
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Destiny 
Where sin is sacrament 
And pain the peace of dawn. 

I gave him all the water my cup held 
And now the sun stands splendid in his eyes · 
The moon chisels his mountains finely 
His heart is a land where cedar 
And pine witness the night with faith. 

0 listen 
Hear this wind 
It blows 
Flute silver 
Blowing 
To endless end 
Blowing 
Fine freedom. 

'See how splendid is her shape' 

See how splendid is her shape 
Risen 
And moving 
In awareness through worlds of pain 
Through blue worlds of distance 
See how her shining eyes 
Dress godheads in fire 
In darkness her limbs lay down 
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Their dteams of aloneness 
How splendidly burneth her sun 
Through measureless distance. 
There is no turning in thy feet, my love 
Though tears fall 
And winds of sorrow 
Moan lonely through these ways. 
There is no bending. 

0 rock of the oneness we found 
0 tomb and altar 
What glory do gods possess 
To match her glory? 

'Oh just a lonely walk' 

Oh just a lonely walk 
Through unknown srreets 
And in a cool grey room 
You 
Sitting on the floor 
Beside the fireplace 
Played on your pipe 
Andgendy 
Fed me the peace I fled. 
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'I dreamed a dream upon the sea' 

I dreamed a dream upon the sea 
And when I came to land 
The dream I dreamed saluted me 
And took me by the hand 
And led me down a sunny vale 
And laid me by a stream 
And kissed my eyes and whispered me 
- Wake, love, and live thy dream. 

And I awoke and saw my dteam 
And oh - but it was dawn 
With eyes like suns and hair aflame 
Yet tender as a fawn. 
I came and took her by her hands 
And cried "Let this be free." 
She led me through uneasy lands 
Back to the dreaming sea. 

'The woman I loved at dawn' 

The woman I loved at dawn 
Harbours my evening 
Whether in clear blue skies 
The sunset is splendid 
Wreathing in gold and red 
The gods on their hilltops 
Or whether the storm beats down 
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Spills my stars sickly 
Consumes me all in flame 
Howls desolation 
The woman I loved at dawn 
Dreams through my evening. 

'Early in the morning before dawn had 
steeped the skies' 

Early in the morning before dawn had steeped rhe skies 
I walked along a river where an old god stood alone 
Watching the clear green water with clearer, greener eyes. 

A fawn chased by tigers broke from amongst rhe trees 
Fleeing towards rhat presence from which rhe tigers fled 
And I heard the silver-haired vision whisper on bended knees 

"Fear in deep inward night 
Flows down from forms in fury 
But vision is inward light 
Fear not thy vision, fawn." 

7f I could make a song' 

Ifl could make a song 
As sunny as the day 
On which my love made known 
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That I alone 
Had won her heart away 

Ifi could sing that song 
With all the sunny life 
That flows to me from her 
My love, my wife, 

Then flame should never cease 
Singing had never done 
Till all these cold grey lands 
Danced in the golden sun. 

'T. , my room 

Into my room 
When all was still 
With doom 
You came 
And brought a pot 
Of yellow daffodil. 

Into my heart 
When all was mute 
Fine flame 
You blew 
So sofily 

' Forever on your flute. 
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upon the verge we walk' 

Sheerly upon the verge we walk 
How frail the bridge that trembles 
Above this flaming gulf. 

Is this sweet spring then sweetest 
Because it may be last? 
Are these white blossoms whitest 
Because of darkness past? 
Is this blue heaven bluest 
Because it's overcast? 

I think if any gods wear wings 
-Woven of winds withal-
White wings 
Oh brightest 
Those wings are shaped like swans' 
- Swans' wings 
Heart whitest. 

'When my wind flows through yours' 

When my wind flows through yours 
My dawn through your dawn 
When my tree touches yours 
Seas will slip forward 
Will cover unknown worlds 
Perishless 
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Swelling 
When my light on your hills 
Flows endless sunset 
Golden the day begins 
Rapt 
Rushes flaming 
Golden the glory wins 
Sun-heart 
Dawn-dwelling. 

'Last night leaves came to my bare trees' 

Last night leaves came to my bare trees 
Singing 
A green song 
Singing 
The turtle-dove has heard. 

Unfolding 
Birth 
In secret 
Subtly 
Wirh soft sure smiles 
The trees put on this green dress 
And watched for perilous dawn. 

Dawn heard 
Dawn saw 
And trembling 
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From the sun's well she drew 
This bowl of golden fire 

The wind bears back to you. 
Vividly dawn remembered 
She turned 
And went her way 
Silendy 
From those birch-trees 
Bleeding 
- 0 lovely day. 

'Prophetic are the hills' 

Prophetic are the hills 
And born in vision 
Prophetic are the hills when all is dark 

Eternal are the hills 
They dwell in vision 
Eternally white horses race thereon. 

Who can hold back the river 
The foam of its lips are seas 
-Listen 
The gold worlds sound. 

The light of vision streams surest 
Where the blind river rolls in dark 
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0 towering mountains of vision 
0 steep flame of rock in sky 
Sweep seas in power and glory 
On, reinless, ye horses of light 
Too vast is the music in ye 
Thy spirit, bright horse, too bright. 

Only for me the foam 
Cup-filling 
Ever 
Forever. 

Who gathereth in the waves? 
By what green valleys? 

7 walked on the waters of wonder' 

I walked on the waters of wonder 
To an isle green in the seas 
Where the wind was still like thunder 
And I saw God planting trees. 

<'T'. ' 10 me you are a sea 

To me you are a sea 
Deep green and flowing 
Knowing the unseen coasts 
And cliffs and mountains. 
And a wild horse to me 
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That boasts the breasts of freedom 
Dawn throws her arms around 
And love rests on his neck 

Young testament 
Your sun beyond 
And darkness buried all 
Which way the night-wind went 
Toward the waterfall 

And you are like a mist to me 
In which the sun is dwelling 
0 sacred full of perilous light 
And strange seas inward swelling 
Voyage 
And long begone 
And yet - yet -
Such known oneness 
What godhead could forget? 

'Trees dwell forever on the stretching plains' 

Trees dwell forever on the stretching plains 
Guava and larch trees 
Young cashew 
Red in bloom 

In Canada the birch trees 
Sung twilight silver songs. 
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Here the oak's branch embraces 
The breaking heart of time. 
But on the hilltops of eternity 
The chorus of pines heaves poems 
Swept by the prophet wind 
And hurricanes limned with fire 
Fight fiercely to be free. 

Where the heart bleeds completely 
Fine cacti come and stand 
On rock 
In pain 
And darkness 
And lifi: up Faith's stark song. 

0 big long waves roll over 
Wind, hurl no spears at me 
Because the gods in wonder 
Dwell by the cactus tree. 

'The deep dream lingers when the light has gone' 

The deep dream lingers when the light has gone 
That dwells in dawn 
And moves this moving sea 
And on the highest hills has lived and shone 
Subtle 
And strangest 
This world - eternity. 
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Yet in the sun 
Its fullness catches flame 
And the wind bears it to the tender leaves 
And in your eyes and hands of love 
Faith gives the nameless name 
And darkness hears it 
Singing 
And believes. 

0 sacramental rock that putteth forth 
From death's most barren places 
Stripped form 
The cactus call 
Stark 
Spiked 
And sure 
And fearless 
- Let last awareness fall 
Reveal the gods of essence 
Dwelling within this storm. 

'What joy to stand on a hilltop' 

What joy to stand on a hilltop 
Blowing horns 
As dawn comes in 
Dawn green and gold with laughter 
All pink with white delight 
Till she checks the racing horses 
And light flowers in your hair. 
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'This is a land that knows no level' 

This is a land that knows no level 
Water rushes through this land 
So river 
Silver river 
Flow forever over time. 

These mountains are white and final 
They cry 
Unclimbed unknown 
0 river 
Silver river 
Flow forever over time. 

Once the wind was a flute in the lime trees 
Oh till it comes again 
River 
Deep silent river 
Roll furever over Time. 

'I cannot give this love full song' 

I cannot give this love full song 
Only strike wildly 
In delight and in strength I take 
My ways on your waters 
And a brimful white peace has crowned 
My aloneness with splendour 
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Till strangest and far and rapt 
From the hands that would touch me 
I pass through the warmest ways 
Like a wind on your waters. 

'Rich autumn take thy store' 

Rich autumn take thy store 
Of brown and gold the mist yields 
In this blue sky and go 
Unto the light with thy wisdom 
Unto the love with thy pain 
She is the Sun and only she 
Has flame to light thy wisdom 
And love to heal thy pain. 

'0 so tenderly silver' 

0 so tenderly silver 
All blue depth hushed beneath 
Tenderly evening silver 
Laughing I comb my hair 
Frost on the flowers 
Silver and still by the pond 

0 hear 
The solitaire's dusk song 
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Lingers among the leaves 
Ah blue silver dusk oflovers 
How deeply the solitaire grieves. 

'0 if you move to me through these deep trees' 

0 if you move to me through these deep trees 
This wind's intenseness 
If it is truly yours 
If day brims with you 
And the darkness is 
To be made one with you in all of touch 
If with your purpose all the stars stand still 
Blue hills the heart of you 
Sunrise your warmth 
If rain is sad with you 
And everywhere 
Beats and sways inward with your consciousness 
Free wind blow surely 
You have borne my world 
Into a nescience beyond time or death 
Roll onward, River, bright are your banks with God. 

'Dawn brings detachment' 

Dawn brings detachment 
And the testing time. 
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Lower your balances 
And weigh me, Life. 
I am all limitations 
Do they doom 
Me to be darkness? 
Are they so old 
So strong? 
Say, is my nakedness 
A tomb or way? 
Your voice is final 
Accurate 
Unknown 
Breath begs your question 
But it is enough 
In this new day 
You bring your scales 
And rods 
To measure me. 

'It is so beautiful to stand alone' 

It is so beautiful to stand alone 
And watch the colours as the sun goes down 
Where all is listening-still and dreamless cows 
Move through eternity on the next hill 

It is a rich reward to stand at last 
Naked before the sun, and at his call 
Brim with thanksgiving that so much is past 
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And as new seas of birth bear throughout all 
To perish and bring forth 
Fed 
Moving light above 
Faith pour down from the wombhead 
That sent this evening to her love 
A message in the sun. 

It is too fine with blessing for what's done. 

0 dedication 
Of all that is to do 
Go, fill thy vase in this light 
And bear it to the sun 
Bear this through deep and high blue 
Forever till the dawn 
Wakes in her womb 
And whispers 
"This green vase is for you." 
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Thou art a flower 

Thou art a flower 
Wondrous full 
Thy spirit like a star doth shine 
Thy branches bear fruit ripe and cool 
The morning's light is like to rhine 
Thou att a flower 
Wondrous full. 

Thou art a vessel 
Wondrous rare 
The sea thou sailest in thy heatt is borne 
The star thou followest shines not more fair 
Nor heavenly than doth rhine own 
Thou att a vessel 
Wondrous rare. 

Thou art the Woman 
Wondrous still 
Like a green wood in Summettide 
In the deep river of thy will 
Known light and darkness doth abide. 
Oh lose within thy hearc as in a hill 
The pain and fear and struggle of my pride 
Thou art the Woman 
Wondrous still. 
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The vision comes and goes 

The vision comes and goes 
Light does not last 
Nor yields the tropic night 
That swims with stars 
A clearer insight than this furtive mist 
Nor gives the sun more flaming truth than snows 

Let the wind walk 
Where the wind will 
Let the streams flow 
Where the sea calls 
The crags and trees 
Sprung from the hill 
Are buds and stalks 
Of all the vision 
Wind would know 
And water leaping from the falls. 

Circle us endlessly 
Spin wheel and dance 
Touch that is destiny 
Touch that is chance 
Who shall deliver 
Infinite, free 
Which wind will tame thee 
Boundless past dream 
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Into what distance 
Travels the stream? 

Not all the stars 
Nor suns 
Nor dawns so bright 
Nor all the heavens 
Quivering with day 
Attain the purpose 
Or reflect the light 
Each is a shadow 
Let fall on thy way 
Inward and outward 
To create and show 
Faith 
Where the darkness obliterates all form 
Faith like a river 
Down which all life must flow 
Faith 
Like the rainbow 
Encircling storm on storm. 

0 lonely Spirit 
Wandering through the glades 
Sensed 
Near in mountains 
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Music 
And with friends 
Glimpsed 
And lost sight of 
Felt and never known 
Long is thine absence 
Bruised 
Torn 
Thick with shades 
Blind 
All about us 
Yet here where reason ends 
Come 
Enter gently 
Possess 
And make thy home. 
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Testament: 1945-1946 

A day ends and a way ends and a world ends here 
A day ends and a way ends and a world ends here 
And yet so sure the peace 
So sure the peace 
A day ends and a way ends and a world ends here. 

In self-created blindness waits this earth 
And all the peoples lost and shelterless 
Stumbling amongst the ruins to the brink 
Of utmost ruin. And the world ends here. 
And yet so great the peace, this wind so sure 
So strong so full of vision that the faith 
Loses in last awareness of the source 
The great pervading stillness of the root. 
0 be this pure, 0 be this free from fault 
Of affectation or distrust or fraud 
0 be this like a flute upon thy lips 
Prophetic Night to pour thy mighty hymn. 

Old women in the gardens weeding grass 
Old men along the quayside fly their rods 
The cinemas, the slums and palaces 
Declare and spawn the dozen deformed gods. 
The builder plies his trowel. Ages pass. 
The search receives the seeker. Time still nods. 
0 be for all this night the birth of faith 
And light the road, and long the travelling. 
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There is a limit to all human ways 
There is a limit to all human love 
And a great darkness in all human light 
Yet faith flows down the river, peace fllls trees, 
And glory lights the morning when she comes 
All wet and radiant from the golden clouds 
And walks upon the mountains like a bride. 
For there is promise in all human pain 
There is a morning in all human night 
And life and birth and beauty beyond death. 

We have constructed Time with fear and greed 
We have imprisoned Space with avarice 
And murdered Life, the Vision, with our Sloth 
We have constructed Time 
Constructed Time 
We have created Death in all our walks. 

In the beginning 
Dark and only dark 
A wind arose through all things great with light 
And swept their darkness into silver space 
And the wind breathed on all things till they shone. 
In the beginning 
Faith and only faith 
And the immersion of all things in One 
And the emergence of the One through all 
And the identity and immanence 
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Like Sleep. 
In the beginning 
Most complete of all 
The conscious full awareness of the home 
The part's assumption in the living whole 
The harmony 
And harmony 
And breaking Light. 

0 seas rush over seas rush over seas 
And mountains overtop the mountains of our days 
And winds that follow winds that follow winds 
And light that leads the light that leads our ways 
All to the darkness flowing flowing on 
Declare this moving ocean without praise 
The home of presence, the green luminous 
And universal Moment of all days. 

Shapes swim and sight and sound. The Self is lost. 
Hardly a sense remains of that great sea 
Whose waves in flux and reflux surge and swell 
Until the consciousness is filled with dark 
And all expanding, all one flowing through 
The twilit stillness, lost and immanent, 
In coil and recoil, suddenly received 
Upon the womb of Process, where the stars 
Flicker like candles blown about by winds 
Of utmost distance and shut out one by one. 
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Now is my prayer heard 
Now is rhere light 
The whole of Space is conscious and vibrates 
With an abounding Power like green waves 
Ceaselessly lapping on rhe evening air 
When of a sudden stillness hums and glows 
Rapt with a miracle of beating wings 
And all rhe world is music, all is light. 

Now is my prayer heard 
Now all is peace 
And so exceeding still and bright rhere walks 
Within this moment an eternal voice 
Calling and calling to a lonely dawn 
So evermore must light be terrible 
Wirh ceaseless echoes of rhis joy or pain 
Or evermore be chosen night or day 

* * * * * 

This is rhe splendid sunlight of our birrh 
This is rhe day in which we were conceived 
The light and islands of the home we left 
This is rhe mountain of the given grace 
And peace and nescience and rhe living touch 
Of a spontaneous presence flowing through 
The earrh, rhe water, wind and light and trees 
This human village and these human ways 
This is the glory of such steep ascent 
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From which we were begotten to beget 
Within the sea of vision bright new isles 
Beyond the midnight's conquest, this the light 
Into its stillness this our splendid sun. 

0 dance and let the glory be great 
Wing and distribute down this living day 
And through the quivering corridors of light 
All of the surging ocean, all the spray 
That from the darkness of contention passed 
Free, and forever free of doubt and care 
And all constructions that shut out the light 
And bind the power, breeding fear on fear. 
0 dance, 0 sing, 0 glory be for all 
This sunlight splendid with the fulfilled prayer. 

* * * * * 

Weary with long and fruitless search we slept 
To waite at dawn with pain between the eyes 
Hearts that had known no peace and lips athirst 
For the lost vision 
Dumb parched black loneliness. 
Our spirits were like winter's trees without a leaf, 
Our bodies moved but knew not where nor why. 
This was the dawn of sorrow at the end 
Of the long night of woe we had invoked 
To shield and hide us and shut out the light 
And build about us cities full of fear. 
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This world was our creation, we the gods 
And desolation knew no home but this 
And bitter was the winter dwelling in our heatts 
A time of grief 
A gtim blind homeless time 
All waste 
All darkness 
Torn with doubt and shame 
A place no feet may visit 
Self-inclosed 
And filled with sorrows shivering in the cold. 

This was the well of dark we daily sunk 
Deeper and deeper, to descend at last 
Unto a meeting in the dark with God 
Unto a terrible meeting in the dark. 
Yet as we strove to build Death for this tomb 
And walls of blindness to shut out the dawn 
God saw 
And shook this splendid sunlight from his hair 
And smiled forgiveness in this perfect day. 

* * * * * 

Day of Resurrection 
Day of Birth 
Day of Forgiveness 
Springing, springing Day 
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The sun is splendid in thee 
As a Lord 
But life is bridal 
And she walks with God. 

Day of the Blest Arrival 
Day of Peace 
Day of Assumption 
Soaring, soaring Day 
Beyond this streaming sunlight 
At the source 
A world of Presence opens 
Glory dwells. 

Day of the Promise 
Day fulfilled 
0 soaring, soaring daylight 
Daylight stilled. 

Strong sunlight recalls my youth 
The warm land of my birth 
The fulfillment 
The days of unbroken sun. 
The sunlight was ceaseless with us 
It bathed and cupped all in light 
It soaked into the core of all things 
And carne to the dark secret hearts 
To enter when all was unhidden. 
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Because I opened my heart to the sun 
Knowing no better 
A world was born within me 
A vision of splendid light 
Light of a sense of freedom 
And complete identity 
Light of a sense of union 
And communion in touch 
Fearless and sure and free light 
Without which 
Was no immediacy of being 
And no identifYing touch. 

Strong sunlight washed the village 
And the hills 
And clothed my people in their purple robes 
And danced and rippled in the laughing limbs 
And streamed and welled within them 
Darkly strong 
Streams that no sea could gather and give peace 
Days which no light could shut off from the sun 
Which was their wombhead of original birth 
And final consummation flowering 
Into a consanguinity with light 
And splendid growing oneness with their source. 

Strong sunlight shows my youth 
It walks with dreams 
And all the village and the hills awake 
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From lit and finished days to prophecy 
The dark and forward time when all is still 
And nothing known, but dark beyond the Sun 
And the increasing oneness with the Sun. 

But if my vill:tge and my hills remain 
From the broad sunlight of their birth cut off 
And from all consummation or the hope 
Of harmony and power which flows down 
From the identifYing light -
Then there shall be 
Wells that are waterless 
And wasted wells 
And blindness searching to be healed in vain 
And the election of a living death 
Far from identiry like cut off hands 
Without the touch of source or light or self 
Or sense of oneness being in the whole. 

* * * * * 

Desire was Shadrach's furnace 
Worse than flames 
He sought to walk forever with the light 
Beyond all reach or sense of human woe. 

Desire was Meeshach's furnace 
Burning bright 
He sought to be immersed within the light 
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That moves and flows and dwdls in all like suns. 
The world was burnt co ashes with the least 
Touch of his lusting for Communion. 

And Desire was the surging flame 
Abednego endured 
He had sewn the cloches with his own hand 
The flames he had woven himsdf 
The torment was all his creation 
And his nakedness defiled. 

0 they all three cried in the furnace 
And they all three cried in the flame 
But God was their misconception 
And they could not behold Him for shame. 

But in the fire dwelt a still clear light 
Older and brighter chan the first of dawns 
That circled all in stillness, all in birch 
And inward flowing bright baptismal fire 
And all surrountling with a sea of peace 
And vesting all in glory, sure and free 
To spring spontaneous from light to light 
And move forever in desire with peace 
And walk in nakedness 
All rat!iant 
Or dwell with stillness in the midst of flames. 

This light these three were filled with 
And a power surpassing peace 
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In their furnace was great contentment 
They endured in an inward light 
And the spirit of stillness dwelt in them 
And they shone, yes they shone, yes they shone 

like the sons of God. 

* * * * * 

A well of living wonder is the Lord 
A song of burning words 
A womb of light 
The spirit of the stillness and the source 
The Way 
The Presence 
The Power in all life. 
In miracles of stillness we approach 
Lonely this terrible and splendid way 
A well of living wonder is the Lord 
A song of burning words 
The womb of Light. 

Nothing 
Not even the love of a woman 
Must be more than desire for the Lord. 
Nothing 
Not life 
Nor delight 
Nor laughter 
Not love. 
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There is no true thing without the Lord 
For the Lord is all love in the stillness 
And the vision of the source. 
And the Lord is all life in the way. 

This poem is the world about you 
Revealed by night and day 
This is the structure of the world within you 
And the vision of the source. 
So only let these words be accurate to show 
What stillness dwells the light in 
Though none can remember all 
Or what way the Lord appears in 
Though to speak is to leave the way 
Then for the rest let this forever be 
The poem of the unimportant words. 

For there can be no absence 
There is no hope of absence 
To be is to be aware of the Lord. 
There is a going towards and a departure 
There is no standing still 
And the arrival in vision of darkness 
Is a creation of self, by will 
And the presence is forever with us 
In ceaseless revelations confronting 
Terrible to those who loathe the light and crucifY 
Themselves 
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But most radiant 
To those who sought in love and waited long. 

To come near into the light and be fulfilled 
Strip from the spirit all its social coils 
And all the misconceptions and desires of self 
And cease the Will and let the Stillness be 
So deep, so vast, so true it knows no time 
Nor is it swayed by space or circumstance 
But like a silent great abiding stream 
Moves to the vision beyond dark or light. 
This spirit of the stillness is the Lord 
And unto this there is no thing beyond. 
But this, the Stillness of the Utmost Light, 
Fills with its truth the spirit stripped of self 
And shews a lonely traveller to dawn 
The horrible diversions, dreams and strife 
Heaped on his knowledge of the Light, to waste 
And blind and overcome his spirit with the Dark. 

This is the great unalterable Truth 
Of living, and the Light past life or death, 
This is the Fact beyond all circumsrance. 

And the way to he stilled is by prayer 
Which is the stripping down 
Alone, alone in the Sureness 
Where only spirit moves 
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And all the Greed and Fear and Darkness of the Self 
Is gone 
And all the sloth and lusts have ceased to be 
And everything is essence 
No beginning or end 
The radiance returning 
Renewal in the Source. 

When we have cleansed ourselves 
There is stillness 
And the arrival in an utmost light 
The arrival of the Light is a process beyond us 
But the cleansing is all our own 
And this is the way to the Stillness 
The way by which we are clean: 
Withdrawal and aloneness from all things 
Withdrawal from the coils of self 
Withdrawal at last from the spirit 
Attention and love of the Stillness. 

And surpassing humility 
Attention and love unasking 
And the arrival of Light. 

In a moment 
In a place 
Eternal 
Beyonq space 
In the spirit's survival at source 
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There is a sea of Light 
Assumption 
The presence throughout us 
Free 
And a radiance 
And a power 
Glory 
And surpassing harmony 
And unto this bright suspense like a sea 
The less identity dissolves in light. 

0 great to praise 
0 glory glory be 
0 Source and Way and Stillness 
Home of peace 
Abiding is thy power and thy gifts 
Love and delight and sureness 
Joy and faith 
And patience to discern and light to see 
What springs of stillness in activity 
May be the womb or harvest or the way. 
And first and last for this committed light 
Of presence in these hands to love and know 
The harmony that moves in touch, 0 glory be 
Unto the Lord, and glory, glory be 
Unto the coming of the Lord in light. 
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Madonna and Child 

Out of that mortal darkness flamed the cross. 

It was not this the stranger prophesied 
The star intended or the three old men 
- Kings of the East, some said, marking their state -
Had by obeisance and rarest gi&s 
And worship in a strange unmusical tongue 
Signified as the delivering light 
When he as yet a babe beyond her teats 
Knew nor cared nothing, and no inkling shewed. 

That was a strange beginning, long ago, 
Too bright with promise in its glorious dawn 
To bear a day as bitter as his birth 
Broke open to her in the rwisted light. 

Now all was passing, world and light and time 
Into apocalypse with such a swirl 
Of frenzied shapes and shrieks, whose pain and joy 
Burned indistinguishably one, that horror bound 
Her spirit numbly to it, and compelled 
The tribute of a pain surpassing all 
But love as witness. And so, summoning 
The white inhuman ashes of her will, 
And with a countenance as cold and set 
In preparation for the falling blow 
As sto;e or metal, she raised her head again. 
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Yet for her eyes were shut she saw more clear 
Than at that hour sight was possible 
Through tears and gathering darkness the white, stark 
And dreadful angularities his limbs 
The human shape of pain had given, but did not see his peace. 

For in his eyes was such a peace, it seemed 
He was a thoughtless little boy again, 
And wandered heavenwards up dusty roads, 
Or caught shrimps in the hill-streams with his mates, 
Or went bird-nesting, or on a solemn start 
Thanked God for Nazareth and his mother's home. 

The white drawn mouth winced with irs stillborn cry 
Her head tilted defiance of the hurt 
She stood and waited by the wooden cross 
Beyond appeal or hope, a graven wound, 
Carved with such pain and care that could she keep 
Intact and motionless, though all the world 
Brealt and come toppling downwards on her head, 
And all the firmament, her birth and death were one 
And the door open at last to understand 
The meaning. Yes, the meaning. Where the throne 
So clearly promised? Where the golden throng? 

Because she had been but a peasant girl 
More used to do without and toil than dream 
Of joy or glory, she had distrusted all, 
Even the stranger who had been the first 
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To mention this with mouth and eyes aflame 
In that still dusk of autumn by the well. 

So when he came she watched him narrowly. 
Where had she missed or failed to understand? 
That evening he appeared between two men 
Mter he had been three days lost with John, 

Whose death in prison had been such a blow 
Unto them all, lost in Jerusalem. 

Had she not spoken kindly out of love 
And thankfulness for his return, unharmed? 
But could love be enough? When she had asked, 
Perhaps a little plaintively, that he admit 
His truancy and negligence had been unkind 
To her and a grave breach of faith, promising 
To forgive and forget all, he had said 
"I was about my Heavenly Father's business." 

Then first she knew, yet knew not what she knew 
"My Heavenly Father's business." & he grew 
Further and further from her, quite beyond 
The place where speech had meaning or touch flowed, 
Even at work together in one room, 
Nothing remained for her but love and pain, 
Such love, there was no movement free from pain, 
Such pain, it was the soil and birth of love. 
How could there be acceptance? Day on day, 
Like prophets of inevitable doom, 
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Burst with a storm of darkness on her world 
And full of instance, made the silence peal 
With his rejection and all light terrible 
With apocalyptic vision of the end. 

"My Heavenly Father's business." Still she watched 
Hopeful of the winged hosts descending to set right 
Her days again and give her back her son; 
Counselling carefulness, and fearing too 
The time when he would rise and snap the last 
Invisible associations of her love 
Like threads, and go with his unfaltering steps to meet 
Out in the darkness that unknown thing she feared 
And leave a crown of thorns for memories. 
Where was there understanding? He was wise 
And he had said when she asked for peace, 
And pleaded that among the Pharisees 
He could sufficiently perform and teach 
The love and good he longed to give to all, 
"Be in peace 
The peace that passeth understanding 
Make that thine." 

And so one morning when he answered not 
She came and found his straw upon the floor 
Cold, and the goatskins untouched. Martha said 
"Jesus has gone into the wilderness." 
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Since first she knew that, prayer had not ceased. 
0 God Almighty, give me back my child 
Take this cup from me. Thou hast many sons 
0 Father Father give me back my light." 

This was a land where rumour, like the wind 
Bathing the cedars, swept the villages 
With a great mounting tide of mood and dream, 
Disabling the judgment of all fact. 
And so the news came in blue rolling waves 
That surged up suddenly and rushed and broke 
Upon her cliffs and thundered till the deep 
Swallowed the echoing heavens in their wake 
And gave all calm the unreal sense of trance. 

Capernaum, Gadara, wave on wave 
Wrathfully surging from an unknown world, 
And Galilee and Bethphage and the names, 
Each name a new wound, the names of all his friends. 
Was not her love sufficient? Still she hoped 
For peace or glory, and unceasing prayed 
"0 God Almighty, give me back my son." 

Then Martha said that he was coming down 
For the Passover at Jerusalem. 
There was no need to say more, for she knew. 
Even beside the cross the memory of that 
First moment of the foreknown light 
Terribly blazing with ecstatic death 
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Wrung from her cold white lips one last fierce cry 
"0 Father Father thou hast many sons 
But he is all my peace. Give back my child." 

One of his friends called John, who stood close by, 
Moved out of pity at the sudden shriek, 
Drew near and saw how tear flowed fast on tear 
Under her eyelids down the wrinkled cheeks, 
And whispered broken comfort to a wound 
Carved with such pain and care that could she keep 
Intact and motionless, though all the world 
Broke and carne toppling downwards on her head 
And all the firmament, her birth and death were one. 
And as he whispered she was overcome 
With tiredness, and turned and leaned on John, 
And shut the door of understanding fast. 

For in that hour Jesus raised his eyes 
And saw them both, and spake clear as a bell: 
"Son, behold thy Mother; 
Woman, behold thy son." 
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Epstein's 'Lucifer' 

0 mightiest spirit of the morning, rise 
Winged and sad-eyed 
Bronzed, poised on high to strike 
Out of thy dark defeat that never dies 
A purpose and a pattern brighter far 
Than ever vision lit in human eyes 
Than ever was declared by morning star. 

0 mightiest spirit of the morning, rise 
Unloose thy being 
Wrench from our the rock 
Thy fate of failure, pain and purpose hurled 
Intact 
To crash upon a crashing world 
Proud lift thy wings 
High 
High beyond all cries 
Still let thy fingers gently hold the shock 
Mightiest spirit 
0 dear wound of life 
More beautiful than beauty are thine eyes. 
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How beautiful is peace 

How beautiful is peace 
Like sound on waters 
Mysteriously she comes 
With a full tide 

How beautiful is peace 
Fairest of daughters 
It's like the evening 
Of thy side. 
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Clear melody 

Clear melody 
The rainbow gives 
God dances. 

In touch is all the summer 
Till deep snow 
With winter's ermine shields the hidden flame. 

0 questing sun-born phoenix 
Whence thy way? 
Out of the sun thou soarest 
Dawn on dawn 
0 brightest what compels thy piercing wings? 

A dream awakes and lifts thee 
Through the night 

A vision shakes and refts thee 
Through the night 

Lonely and led by less than candlelight 
Through the vast known of death to the unknown 
Darkness whose dream thou livest 
Till the cry breaks from thy throat 
And falls 
Falls like a stone 
Into the rippling centre of the dawn 
And bleeds and dies and floods the world with dawn. 
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Night with her starlight eyes 
Her dancing smile 
Into her listening stillness 
Beckons all. 
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0 let this be an instrument 

0 let this be an instrument 
A lamp 
0 let this be a flute upon the wind 
That light may blow and blow 
And we both blind 
Within the midst still given far beyond 
And lost the grand confessional of days 
0 let this give the torch one quenchless flame 
0 let this be a flute upon the wind. 
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Through subtle trees this wind 

Through subtle trees this wind 
This music thin small hands 
Yet in the season of the rain 
Earth understands 

This sea hides many isles 
Where dawn takes bitth and home 
And builds the kingdom all oflight 
Through which we roam. 
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Discobolous of Myron 

Discobolous Discobolous 
0 late too late 
Thy tension loosens 
And thy disc is hurled 
Thy falsely balanced beauty 
Is our f.ue 
Thy profile, perfect 
For this self-slain world 
Discobolous Discobolous 
Thy first throw make 
Hurl self from self free 
And at last awake. 
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Let us be thankful for a little light 

Let us be thankful for a little light 
Now it is gone and darkness on our·eyes 
Stamps blind denial, let tbere be no tears 
But in remembrance of tbe early dawn 
And sure expectancy of a new day 
Let us achieve attention, yet aware 
That love creates no claim upon tbe light. 

= 
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This moonlight looks 

This moonlight looks 
With mystery 
On its conception. 
I am born 
In a grey half-real world 
And myself 
Va,cam. 
And through the dawn 
The trees move strangely 
0 unfound farms. 
Real people passing? 
Unreal world? 
This moonlight fills 
With music 
Like a glass 
The World 
In harmony 
Dream of the water 
Moonlight dream. 
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Long Mountain Time 

Long Mountain Time 
Rock of these years of death, 
How sure you stand between 
My love and me, 
She in her little house 
Facing the sea 
I in rebellion here 
With all my hills. 

Rock of the long dead years between 
Our lives 
And the dead years ahead, 
Who else but Death could ftx you there 
With such a cold finality? 
And who but Fate could challenge me 
To leap beyond the bounds you set. 

Long Mountain Time 
Death made you for Fate's bar 
Against my love. 
With you would he divide my heart, 
And yet 
You are made new with beauty there 
Between these lives you keep apart; 

But not inevitable, 
Fixed beside 
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This green eternal gate of Hell 
Where Fate and Time cannot abide 
But only Death can dwell. 

Dead rock of Fate and Time, farewell. 
There I now enter and shall wait until 
Love who allowed your wall of pain 
Has pulled it down, 
And I am called 
Back to her side again. 

Long Mountain Rock, 
Long Mountain Time. 
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Three little girls from August Town 

Three little girls from August Town 
Have come to pick crab-apples 
By my room. 
One rides a bicycle 
With bare black feet 
In her blue frock. 

She goes to all the trees in turn 
And shouts instructions at the others 
Like a drill sergeant. 

The smallest wears a short white dress. 
She has a stick to get plums with 
And a brown paper bag 
Half full of them. 

They are going now, their shouts 
Fade with the distance, and 
I must continue work. 
The way they go their poem ends. 
Who will remember? 
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Last night, these hills 

Last night, these hills 
Washed in the stilled quicksilver of the moon 
Waited and shone like diamonds 
In a blue heaven 
Flawless as your heart. 

I heard them call me 
And I came. 
I told my perfect poem 
To the night. 

The bright moon listened 
And the trees and hills 
And all this splendid world 
Drew near to me 

And dwelt within my poem 
And my peace, 
That perfect poem of my love 
For you. 
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It is a clear and constant comfort 
that the light 

It is a clear and constant comfort that the light 
Which most reject, some sense and seek, few love, 
Delivers unto all who dwell therein 
Past faith and need for witness in this world 
Nescience and last assumption in that light. 
This is the world - source, stream and globe of truth. 
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This wind wears five foul marks 

This wind wears five foul marks 
Where your hand clutched it 

And two wings like a lark's 
Where the god touched it. 
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0 with what limbs of longing 
those two burned 

0 with what limbs of longing those two burned 
Over the hills to Eden and new dawn 
They came and stood together by the gate's 
Stone statement of denial, death and loss. 
A broken rain like music fell that night 
And winds with gentle fingers stripped their leaves. 
They were so still they knew not. 
Neither moved. 
Even the whisper, half-prayer and half-kiss 
Clutched their wounds so obscenely that they winced. 
It was sufficient for them that their hands 
Touched lightly, and the gradual wakening light 
Loosened the bondage of their loss and pain. 

This, clothed in all the mystery, meaning bright 
This, out of all the darkness bringing dawn. 

Slowly they turned, and luminous with peace 
Unto the mountains brought the birth of love. 
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I will draw my strength up 

I will draw my strength up 
From the rock 
From the rock that is under this land 
From the rock that is the real mountain 
And from the sun 
From the sun that looks on this land 
Savagely cursing 
Because in this sun-land 
There no one worships the sun 
And I will bathe this land in fire 
Till only ash remain 
For in this land 
Are women 
Who are the smoke of women 
Men 
Who are the smoke of men 
Feelings 
That are only the smoke of feelings 
And there is no truth 
Neither a reality 
Nor a remembrance 
And life consists in sliding clouds of smoke. 
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Marble tide flood tide 

Marble tide flood tide 
Blood rhythm bear me 
Neither a tension 
This land has no tension 
Nor a reality 
This land is unreal 
Today come 
Tomorrow come 
Blood rhythm bear me. 

Lazy dark lead me 
Crazy light leave me 
Smoke without fire 
This land has no fire 
Stream without wombhead 
This land has no wombhead 
This come 
That come 
Let us take it easy 
Easy goes pal. 

In the wild midnight 
Stars like June roses 
I will admit no pain 
I will admit no pain 
I was hurt at birth 
By a fall on earth 
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And never again 
0 never again. 

And so we slump our weary souls 
On breakfast rolls 
We need to rest our weary backs 
On Income tax 
And Charlie will come 
As he always comes 
To pick the ticks 
With various tricks. 

Come Charlie come 
It's sunny honey -
'Too damn sunny.' 
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If when you come to me 

If when you come to me 
You find me naked bathing 
Look, look well then 
And when you see 
The gospel of my selfhood 
Come and give birth to 
The god in you and me. 

For in me is the sun 
Dark world 
Splendid and strong and sure 
Free and overflowing glory 
And I will pour out life 
To you 
Like the sun. 
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For those who live with night 

For those who live with night 
And move through darkness 
Towards strange gods 
For those who hear the waters 
Swinging deep blue world bell 
Lost lights are passing 
Pass freely with the wind 
For those who fear no faces 
Listening rivers 
Streaming with music 
Hold fast the vision in a circling kiss 
Fine pain, flow onwards 
For those who move beyond 
Where the stones tremble. 

Their breath blows backwards 
As mist that wreathes the gods 
For those who speak in silence 
Unto the inward sea 
Who search towards the gods 
Dawn comes with lifting hands 
Hark the gods' voices. 
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The first faint stars 

The first faint stars 
The night hills pale with fear 
Develop nothing 
Shrink and are lost. 

My night swells in 
My wind pours through my limbs 
My rebel voice 
Tears up the rootless hills 

These sick Greek stars 
My being beats towards you with a negro throat 
Crying for roots 

'0 leave me not alone 
You who survive the night 
To whom my blood flames home 
Let me come unto you 
Into the root 
And there shall be 
One incandescent darkness of us both 
One flame 
Burning this fraud to ashes 
And then release.' 
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Green laughter comes to me 

Green laughter comes to me 
In the grass 
The deep grass of your eyes 
And joy dawns out of you 
My mist perfecting 
Music - I touch your breath 
Dawn spirit surging music 
And the wind listens 
The wind flows in your breathing. 

Throughout your tender grass 
Your mountains singing light 
The sea 
Bears subtle flow 
Pass me throughout your world. 

I moving 
Moving on 
My mist into your dawn 
Your moving 
Moving through 
My mist wild with your light. 

The vision flames me 
Burns me with wonder 
Sensing past distances 
We enter the first world 
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And midnight swims with me 
Sleep on your bosom 
Rain ripens my gold land 
My harvest opens 
Fine voices pass to me 
Fine in your flame-wind 
My season 
Tears 
Wild laughter 
The vision streams to you. 

0 circling faith-sound 
Filling us music 
Our brearh goes upward to fulfill a god. 
Where rhe land murmurs 
AB we are passing 
The flame of our touched hands wakens a god. 

My tide flows into you 
Moving steep moving 
Your light gives me my world 
Passing pure passing 

We stand in listening 
We pour rhe silence 
Beyond here in rhe blueness 
The god lies listening 
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Beyond the chorus 
Listening life-god 
Gold smile rhe eyes of dawn reaching our music 
Gold smile rhe eyes of dawn 
We passing finely. 
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Once we have danced before 

Once we have danced before 
The wild green caves of dawn 
Once touched night's painful places 
Bore the night's silent sounds 
0 touching 
Touching 
Touching 
Wincing with the dark wounds 

Now we rush on fulfilling 
Our sunlight free of reins 
This day 
Dawn bursting with our poems 
Wind rushing world afire 
Through the faint falling of the stars like foam 
The wind neighs upward piercing 
In loneness we move onward 
We move on to no home. 

0 moving theme 
Stand silent 
Like a still pool of water 
And listen 
Worlds pass purely 
Their strange light through our voice 
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Wind soar 0 
Soaring wind upwards 
Endless. 
To the last height 

And still 
Still 
Silent 
Wild wind-haired dawn shape 
Disrance pours through your stillness 
World vision lifts your voice. 

0 I can hear the wind of you 
With subtle rivers 
Weaving fine light and darkness 
Moving beyond this land 
As you pass by the midnight 
Aches with the song of pines 
For this land has no mountain 
Which may sustain your song. 
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0 life has led us up 

0 life has led us up 
To the white crest of this mountain 
We laid our heads upon the grass 
And they were filled with dawn. 

Dawn 
Wild-eyed vision 
White-eyed 
Wild 
Flaming 
Wind swept the song free hair 
Pure golden golden 
Our eyes filled with gold dawns. 

The mountains are naked in splendour 
The mountains are naked in pain. 

Pain came to us across that night 
Savagely crying 
Night drowned in your golden eyes 
Death burnt leaves on your lips 
Our striding sunrise god 
Was swallowed in the river. 

River 
Hurt river 
River come overseas 
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Dark silent river 
We walked into the night 
Bearing pain in our hands. 

And we came through the night 
To this strange vivid world 
Our wind flings forward to the last 
Perilous height of song. 

The mountains are stark in their spirit 
The mountains are stark in their death. 

We to that distance doomed 
Soar to that silence 
Steady our wind is free. 
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Dawn 

Dawn 
Dawn 
We set you free forever 
We loosed your golden reins 
We gave you life and loved you 
A god rose through our pain. 

Over across the sea 
Hear our pines moaning 
Last pines are moaning 
Reaching across the sea. 

And now 
You flash by me again 
White stainless wildness 
Pure wonder flaming 
We watching crushed with loss 
How free you fled in fire. 

Wild neighing glory 
We listening in loss 
Moaning across the sea 
Catch the faint echoing splendour 
Grief golden like a god's 
And passing outwards 
We give the world your reins. 
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0 land of loss this music 

0 land of loss this music 
Surging wild flame of truth 
Listen this wild inflowing 
Listen 
Our singing hands. 

Once our sky burst with splendour 
Once our sky burst with pain 
And now 
Our voice fulfills 
Dawn with its darkness. 

Steady 
Our light is sure 
Our wind free to fulftlment 
Fine voyage 
Steer beyond 
Changeless to that last height. 

Let us with certain hands 
Unleash this ceaseless forwards 
Let us go upward now 
Out of this quick green morning 
And at the distance end 
Blue circled 
Breathe across 
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Spirit 
And naked fire 
Breathe back a sounding wind 
Gospel 
Light 
Shaking world 

When we ate falling fast 
And life takes back her hands 
Know this dawn flame again 
Hear pain 
Dark inward river. 

The mountains are splendid in speaking 
The mountains are god when they cease. 
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0 this sea reaching through us 

0 this sea reaching through us 
This will reach outward 
0 let this ocean flow 
And time 
Like a white vessel 
Bear down into these waters. 
0 reach this sea beyond 
Blue whispered world-end 
Pour this sea pour to cease 
Where ceasing ceases. 

I had a sense of things 
Come to me from your eyes 
Vision past world-end. 

Where this sea moves toward 
Strange light 
Wind singing 
Wind white stripped fire. 

A dream rose up through you 
Finish of distance. 
0 flowing streams of faith 
Weave through the land of morning 
Hands that the sea pours through 
Outwards turn inward. 
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I saw a vision in your eyes 
Stark and unearthly seeming. 

Tomorrow comes the dawn to you 
With a new footstep 
Tomorrow plants a rock 
In this land of our rivers 
Yet 
Burning shall bear us 
Yet this deep ocean flows 
Filling the distance. 

I saw a vision in your eyes 
Sea of a new time 
Strange ocean sounding 
Bear us 0 move beyond 
Blue whisper world-end. 
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Something old 

Something old 
Something old 
And with no origin 
Within a womb 
The dark flames surging upwards 
At the gluteus of time 
Something as very old as life itself 
With terrifYing splendid births at night 
Re-incarnations 
And yet set like the cold grey eyes of a snake 
Deep in the head of fate 
Old old 
And past destruction 
By the acid gold of dawn 
And the promise 
And the sacrament 
Whose song is sacrifice 
Terrible Urgent 
Primeval beating 
With the tiger secret 
And the cactus' sure direction 
And shining wonderful 
Menacingly bright 
The head of a dark god 
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Pulsing of flame and upward wdling fire 
Through my hands 
And somerhing silendy certain 
I begged you 
And you gave. 
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Into the cave of dawn 

Into the cave of dawn 
Fine wind 
Fine feet of flame 
The footsteps 
Footsteps wildly went 
Into the cave of dawn. 
There in the golden music 
Shone the gods 
Pure with the piercing light 
You perished outwards 
To the blue truth beyond 
The gods of morning. 

For I who follow 
And for you who lead 
Those footsteps 
Move and move on outwards 
From the cold light of this world. 
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The woman that I love 

The woman that I love 
Is all my pain 
My peace is not in her 
For she 
Is all of pain. 

0 lovely eyes ofloss 
My eyes burn as yours burn 
0 voice of inward pain 
You are my world of sound 
0 touch of distances 
If you love me is pain. 

The spirit that I love 
Is distance from me 
I cannot come 
To her 
Her birth beyond my sky. 
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I saw the dawn 

I saw the dawn 
The dawn with one white hand 
Run its fine fingers through your silver hair 
And midnight hang 
Its head 
Midnight bend with your sorrow. 
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Wind take the leap and leap 

Wind take the leap and leap 
Across the gold dawn sea 
Wind singing with the leap 
Wind 
Flame flung free of time 
Wind 
0 thou leapest oh 
Naked and like a stream 
Leap 
Leapest on across 
Into the islands far across 
The golden islands far across 
Beyond the waves of dawn. 

And in thine element 
Sureness like the first light 
Wind break upon all dawns 
Living 
Thy leap oflife. 
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Lady, you most reveal 

Lady, you most reveal 
The general truth 
So you must represent us 
To the night. 

Buildings confess themselves 
Of bricks and steel, concrete 
Their nerves and sinew; 
Medicine admits 
The bookshelf and the test tube 
Are its thirst and life. 

Yet we would hide in history 
From ourselves, today 
And yesterday, deny 
All you declare and all the sun 
Looks down upon; bury the 
Glory with insipid lies, 
Outlaw the fierce and natural form 
Of force, our only chance 
To wage this naked war 
Upon the night. 

Lady, you most reveal 
The fearless pride. 
Then do you represent us 
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To the night. Banish the dismal 
Fear within ourselves 
That keeps us coward safely out of sight 
Each by his sputtering lamp within his night. 
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In this land 

In this land 
There is no darkness. 
There is no light. 
There is no silence. 
There is no stillness. 

Flesh fatly sweating, 
Early emotions. 
And the philosophy 
Of caterpillars. 

Life is to be brought to us 
On to the doorstep 
Then let us weep sauce into the pudding. 
Death must be brought to us 
At proper times 
Like Sundays 
On improper parts 
Of the paper 
For a truth is a terrible shock 
I have a weak heart. 

LookO my Sun 
Into this island 
Where the flame ends. 
Where the flame ends. 
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Where the flame ends. 
Where the flame ends. 

Bone without flesh 
Flesh weak and boneless 
Smoke without fire 
Sound without spirit. 
Directionless motion 
Effortless living. 
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No hidin' place 

("Dere ain't no hidin' place 
Down dere.") 

Birrh was a voice to me 
Lest we forget the skull 
Truth was a voice to me 
Lest we forget rhe skull 
Life was a voice to me 
Lest we forget the skull. 

Come roun' the corner 
To rhe last Judgment 
Come roun' the corner 
Lest we forget rhe skull. 

For a voice said fiercely, fiercely 
Dere ain't no hidin' place 
Down dere 
Dere ain't 
Dere nebba was 
Dere is nebba gwaine to be. 

Lest we forget rhe skull 
Look out and inwards 
Lest we forget 
Lest we forget 
Lest we forget the skull. 
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I walking my land 
Sickness through sickness 
Fear into fear and 
Weakness into weakness. 

A voice came up to me and said, 
Look at your island. 
Come roun' the corner 
Lest we forget the skull. 
Come roun' the corner 
To the Last Judgment. 
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1945 

River and town and sky are lost in fog 
Mountains and motion. Here there is no wind 
Nor form nor spirit and the world herself 
An old grey woman bare save for this cloak 
Her wrinkled hands have woven all life long 
Her shrunken limbs have worn against both heat 
And cold 
Like an old woman in her cloak of fog 
Waits by the gas-lamp midway on the bridge 
Without despair or hope for Death to come. 

River and town lost, lost, all lost in fog. 

Here is not form nor motion 
Day nor night 
Stillness nor music 
Touch of ice or flame 
But the bridge trembles and its iron pain 
Echoes like thunder the tramp of marching feet. 

Here is not will nor guidance 
Faith nor doubt 
End nor beginning 
Birth nor death nor life 
Only the river remembers under all 
Unseen unheard remembers the lost dream. 
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But all the world 
Like an old toothless whore 
By the bridge-pillars 
Lecherous as her cloak 
Awaits the gbost advancing 
Without eyes 
For repetition of the sick event 
By the bridge-pillars 
In her cloak of fog. 

Fog that admits no truth of form nor ligbt 
Act or intention 
Touch of ice or flame 
Blindness begotten by the self on self. 

Sleepless unvisioned with call or recall, 
Birth or destruction, faith or peace of mind, 
Hearing or silence, beginning movement end 
But grey denial questionless that waits 
Annihilation's visit, thicker fog. 

So there she waits 
Knitting a thicker coat 
Lord we assume too much 

In death is Life 
Eternity in Time 
In the fog, Vision 
In the question, Faith. 
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She waits unblinking the completing ghost 
And sees nor hears not though the swaying bridge 
Shakes with their footsteps and by weight oppressed 
Travails like thunder with their passing by 
Great-limbed, the golden-eyed gods, big with light 
Ceaselessly crossing banks of life and death. 

Their forms she heeds not 
Though they brush her skirt 
Her back turned on them 
Closer drawn the cloak 
She wairs unheeding 
Turned toward the deep 
Till sounds swell up like sighs 
One after one 
Of others on the bridge who leapt 
To drown and find remembrance in the stream. 

Colrlly she keeps count 
& the bodies fall 
Rotten fruit dropping from a windless tree 
Making a splash like sighs, like heavy sighs 
Until dim footsteps set her mouth of sores 

Hideously a-cackle 
Poor mad fool 

So little knowing that her end is near 
So little dreaming how that end shall be. 
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There is no turning in thy feet, my love 

There is no turning in thy feet, my love 
Though tears fall 
And winds of sorrow 
Moan lonely through these ways. 
There is no bending. 

0 rock of the oneness we found 
0 tomb and altar 
What glory do gods possess 
To match her glory? 
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Whether or not you love 

Whether or not you love 
These are your own true poems 
Made out of joy and pain, 
Death and thanksgiving, 
Sun and rain and stone; 
So hold them dear. 
Even if you wish the poet dead· 
Keeping no trace of you 
Within these mirrors, where 
Your shadow falls through the split images 
Death cannot finish, 
Yet recollect how rare 
In life, the living 
Meet or assist the dead; 
And so forgive a love 
Which cannot, but must tell 
Haltingly; your miracle. 
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First, gently fall your sunlight down 

First, gently fall your sunlight down 
The glacier of my heart. 
Then send your mist and rain upon 
The scrublands and my desert. 
And, as I wake to life, with moonlight heal 
This rock, that wilderness. 
Let your bright wind flame through my veins 
And new birth bring me beauty. 

Your great blue sea that never yet 
Poured upon these islands, 
0 let its splendour roll and flood 
The mountains of my heart. 
Your golden day, 0 let it walk 
This world you have created, 
Then come, and take your dwelling where 
These still trees shake with light. 
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You came in blue today 

You came in blue today 
Like this full moon 
In this blue heaven. 
The room shook with a promise 
When you came. 
What led you so directly 
To my side 
And made me whole 
While you were standing there? 
In your immediacy 
All is now peace 
And no more doubt. 
This message was not in the words 
That passed 
Neither the promise 
Nor the mystery. 
Suddenly I looked 
And saw your eyes 
Smiling 
So glad and strange 
Even the moon, your dearest friend, 
Cannot interpret them. 
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Your love is all I have 

Your love is all I have 
Is all you have of me. 
The night hangs yet above 
Dreaming with scars; the sea 
Complete with isles 
Twin souls too fast to give 
What then for you? Tears 
Of diamond, or love's smiles 
While we both love and live. 
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Sitting in the dark 

Sitting in the dark 
Beside my neighbour's cherry tree 
White with spring blossom, 
Thinking of you 
And of my resignation, 
What then? 
The years ahead, what will they say 
To you, to me, to others 
Near and dear to me? 
Sitting in the dark 
Against the cherry tree 
And this cold sky. 
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Without fire no light 

Without fire no light. 
Without anguish no fire. 
Without these wounds 
No life, no renewal. 
Merely shadows dancing on a wall 
Their borrowed light and shapes of time. 

0 wind that blew such distances until 
Life's aching coals burst into flames 
That filled our eyes, startled our throats, 
And made us motionless, 
0 wind that blows time's trumpet through our lives, 
Distill the timeless music of our hearts, 
Breathe, breathe its blessing deeply as you pass, 
And sing across the distances renewed. 
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Love, give me strength 

Love, give me strength. 
Set your golden sunrise in my heart 
And let your songs that swirl with dawn 
Dance always in my ears. 
Smile lightly through my eyes and lips, 
Fill the blue distance with your glancing touch, 
And let the winds that blow between 
Shake daylight with their laughter, radiant. 

Coming from you to this grey town, 
To an old rock with new geography, 
And the familiar puzzled dogs, 
Brown houses crouch low in the cold grey rain, 
And the year's earliest flowers cluster along my path. 
All as before, yet nothing not transformed. 

\ 

Love that has borne and nourishes the sun 
Renew our faith. 
Give us the strength and joy to lift these lands 
Like palms upturned in praise toward the sky 
Into the golden music of your sun 
Filled with the wordless music of our lives 
Glowing and radiant with praise and thanks 
While everything 
Quivers renewed with life 
At our communion. 
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Look forward, angel 

Look forward, angel, 
Turn your flaming eyes 
Towards the light 
Where life flows with new purpose 
And the dawn 
Brims wave on wave of moving forms 
Suspended strangely as the distance shakes 
Dancing, awaiting you. 
Leave night behind. 
Let darkness keep and guard the mystery 
That's past. 
Look forward angel past all memory towards 
The mystery within the light 
Of this new day. 
Spread wide your golden wings once more 
Across the valleys to the mountain where 
The wind dwells that has blown on all the lands 
And witnessed everything, 
Dwells all alone and waits 
Until you come 
To speak, reveal and prophesy. 
Look forward, angel. 
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Perched on a parapet in this strange town 

Perched on a parapet in this strange town, 
Alone at peace, 
Beside the silver boulevard that gleams 
And smiles as cars roll by 
Under the gentle trees and milky sky, 
I watch in wonder all who pass below 
On foot or bicycle. 
The young, 
Clad in the eager garments of revolt, 
Move with quick, fearless steps, 
Their brows and bodies bright 
With confidence and purpose and delight. 
The middle-aged and old stroll slowly by 
Talking at leisure or immersed 
Within this sunlit silence where the wind 
Ripples the friendly trees and gently strokes 
The hair and shoulders of the passing girls. 

Whither the peace that occupies 
The jagged cliffs and canyons of my heart 
Where fears and tensions dwell 
And darkness holds 
The ghosts and echoes of the years of grief? 
How am I now made whole, my spirit free 
Of that old agony that split both life and mind 
And numbed my senses with fear and doubt? 
How have I now at last found peace 
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Beside this busy street in a strange town, 
Lonely once more, only to find myself 
In all who pass this way, both young and old, 
One with the trees, the clouds, the wind, the gliding cars? 

0 let me thank you for this lovely day 
This simple affirmation of our faith 
Has healed my heart and set my vision free 
To fill this evening with your radiance. 
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Sleep sweetly heart 

Sleep sweetly heart, 
Let not the broken moment 
Haunt your dreams, 
The words that were not spoken 
Or the echoing laugh. 
When Leningrad was free, 
Recall the dance, 
And that path the wind blew open 
To the sea. 
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Today I have to choose 

Today I have to choose 
Between your disrant voice 
And longing 
Not loneliness 
Since our city of three days 
Dances with dreams 
Its memories fill the sunshine 
With tomorrow's songs 
Piercing my ears like arrows 
Twisting like knives within my flesh 
And turning perceptions out of sense 
Till I am forced across the rim 
Into the dark, the ceaseless psychic dark. 

See, I have found you there 
At once 
Alone. 
You are so near, yet strangely distant, 
So still, yet quivering, 
Your source and centre still and sure, 
Your spirit like an exposed nerve 
Vibrating with the hours, 
You like a violin played by the wind 
For none to hear 
Except the deaf 
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Or others too remote to understand 
The harmony and dance 
Except the lame. 

Love, I am crippled. 
It is an inward fault. 
For this and its immunity 
Let me give thanks. 
And for the welcome in your eyes, 
The laughing light no storms can ever quench 
Nor darkness hide, 
Let me plant love, 
A rose, 
A song of peace 
Within your heart 
A song of strength and joy 
That floats with dreams and memories 
Above the city and the circumstance. 

Let darkness blaze with dreams. 
Your city sings with flaming wings that beat 
Beyond the winds 
And soar 
Towards the sun. 
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A word through space 

A word through space 
At4 a.m.; 
Radio waves? 
I am inviolate 
The last of slaves. 

You know; and you know too 
That so are you. 
At dawn 
In day or darkness 
Lost the fawn. 

No need to speak 
You are so near. 
4000 miles, and yet 
I see your eyes 
Dancing with smiles 
And hear your footsteps laugh 
Along the path 
That no man living hath. 
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WOrdr that were sacred once 

Words that were sacred once 
Have lost their voice 
And now are heard no more 
Except between us. 

Acts chat were holy once 
Robbed of their faith 
Are forms of darkness now 
Except between us. 

These bonds that freedom bore 
Broken and torn 
Hide in the roots chat grow 
Within, between us. 

Where can we find significance 
Without the understanding 
Born of love? 
When flow the tides and tern pests 
Of our lives? 
What shapes our songs of silence 
Or forms and bears the ace 
That purifies, renews 
Our lives, 
Spirit and flesh? 
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Words that were sacred once 
And sacramental acts 
Water the roots that spread 
Within, between us. 
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Tonight I wear your ring 

Tonight I wear your ring 
Plain, broad and bright, 
A simple, sacred thing. 
What does it mean, this ancient sign 
Of union and the mystery 
That waited silent, sure as years rolled by 
Till time was young again, 
Unknown, unseen in such blue distances? 
This ring that whispers of your love and faith 
Affirms the magic and the mystery. 
Touching it gently, we are one again 
And you here radiant, centred 
In this circle deep and still, 
Beyond disturbance and past circumstance. 
What does it mean? 
Ring, bear me company 
On and below the earth, 
The final thing to clasp my skeleton 
And sing in silence as I never dared 
Forever of you luminous with life and love, 
Forever of your courage and your pain, 
Forever of the tenderness that lights your eyes, 
Forever and again, again. 
Is this the meaning of our ring? 
Only a part, a fragment of 
The circle's interrupted arc. 
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Come quietly 

Come quietly, 
Let us approach and enter in 
His splendid watchful eyes 
And crouching silence 
Heavy with acceptance of his fate. 
To live, to love, to lose, 
To hunt, to kill, 
To roam and die alone 
Or find and keep a pride, 
To live in love, languish in loneliness. 
Even the marsh smells different then, 
The sun aches and the birds 
Wail in their lost way. 

To dwell alone and purposeless, 
Hunting for hunger's sake, 
Without a mate, 
Merely the memories that dance and disappear 
Of family and lovers, playing and sharing meat, 
Lionesses and their cubs, always aware, 
Laughing, luxurious and alert. 
To dwell alone with none to give 
And yet not yield to nothing. 

He roars. but rarely now 
Slowly stalking death 
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At evenings when the sun sinks in the pool 
As elephants and rhinos bathe 
And alligators laze. 

How hideous to die outcaste, alone 
In the night that snarls with yellow eyes. 
Closer, more urgently, 
Then maimed and rushed to be released again. 
The darkness drums and pulses with the rhythmic jaws, 
The yellow eyes and snarls and furious feet. 

Belly and neck bleeding and torn, 
His will and pride once calm raging now, 
Fear challenges the leader as the horde 
Senses his wasted strength and smothers him 
Anonymous and vicious like a mob. 

Hear the defiant final roar 
Before he falls 
This king of beasts for whom the lean savannahs, 
Long grass and twisted trees 
Opened in waterholes where buck abound 
And the sun soared from dawn to dusk 
And left a swimming sky with points of light 
As seasons turned and lionesses laughed, 
Loved, hunted, whelped and suckled jealously 
The litters they first nursed, then taught and turned away. 
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Let him die as he inured to death, 
Accepting fate, 
With no illusion of another world, 
Simply his own endurance and integrity to pit 
Against experience and his need until the night 
Of his destruction and release 
From loneliness against his body's will. 
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Almond blossoms in the wind 

Almond blossoms in the wind 
Bunch like clinging kisses, 
Pink and white with fright 
Beyond the branches' tender tips 
Towards the trunk that bears them 
And the dark root in the cold earth, 
The source oflife. 

All flowers in this world that fall like tears 
Aie born of smiles and sighs and laughter, 
All being is desire to bless and beautify; 
And so they dance like lyrics in the wind 
Worshipping the days. 

But what of night 
When all the birds are still 
And only from afar the stars look down 
Like shining flowers 
On these frail blossoms hidden in the dark. 

0 vivid tender flowers 
Trembling with life, 
Your hearts are full of wonder at the world. 
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Why is it so that you must die? 
Merely that some twelve months hence 
The silent earth should sing and laugh again 
And lifi: another wave of glory dancing 
In the wind? 

Loveliest blossoms, 
All that enjoys the day 
Must know the night. 
So blow and dance. 
As the wind falters, blow 
Your tender hearts in kisses to the night. 
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The dark flesh of truth 

The dark flesh of truth 
Is home for furthest things. 
I hold your vase 
Within my hands 
Virginal with 
Creation 
And there the midnight dreams 
Within its bowl 
Of dawn. 
All things the poem 
And the circle 
Virginal with 
Dawns of truth 
Flowing through you 
Emergence of all things. 
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Over your living land 

Over your living land 
This peasant passes 
I till a little land 
Reap a small harvest 
I burn brief in your house 
My hut avoids me 
I never know my land 
Your light blows past me 
But in the night of pain 
This waking earth will bear 
Into your harvest. 
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The stars are falling fast tonight 

The stars are falling fast tonight 
Into a blue-black world. 

The conversation of cows 
With utterances like planks 
Includes the flute the stars blew through. 

Weak lightning beats a silent racket in the north. 
The stars are falling fast 
Into this blue-black world 
But in shallow valleys 
Under the cotton-trees 
Cows move maturely in a different world 
Beyond the wind 
Indifferent to the stars. 
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These golden moments 

These golden moments 
All flow out of pain. 
When next you hear my songs 
Remember how 
Only this singing, like a sacrifice, 
Can keep me sane; 
Remember too 
How all the gold that flows 
From this mad heatt 
Would not be gold nor flow 
Apatt from you, 
But the song silent 
And the singer dead 
And madness sitting 
By her sacrifice. 
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'This sea hides many isles 
Where dawn takes birth and home 
And builds the kingdom all of light 
Through which we roam.' 

(MG Smith) 
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